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Abstract
Nanotechnology is enabling the miniaturization of electrical and mechanical components,
which lead into the possibility of designing devices which can operate at the nanoscale. One
promising application is in the nanosensing eld, where dierent elds are potentially inter-
ested, such as the biomedical, environmental and industrial.
These nanodevices are expected to be strongly limited in capabilities and in actuation
range, which implies a low performance when acting alone. In order to cover large areas and
expand their capabilities it is necessary a collaborative eort among nanodevices by enabling
the their interconnection into communication networks, also known as nanonetworks.
The classical communication paradigms are not valid in the nanoscale, so novel com-
munications alternatives have been proposed in order to enable the communication between
nanodevices. This work is based on agelled bacteria communication, which consists of the
use of bacteria to carry information. The nanodevice encodes the information in a DNA
molecule, then the molecule is copied inside a bacterium and nally it moves using natural
processes to the receiver, where the information is read.
The work we presented in this thesis is focused on the analysis of the capacity and the
delay of this communication paradigm. In previous work, the objective was to dene how a
bacteria-based system works and to propose basic communication steps, giving less importance
to analytical results. For example, no analytical expression was obtained for the propagation
of bacteria, but the numerical values were obtained from a simulation tool.
The rst contribution of this work is a complete analysis of the eect of the mutations
in the reliability of the bacteria-based communication system by taking into account that
multiple mutations can aect the information as it propagates through the system.
The second contribution of this work is an analysis of the propagation of the bacteria.
Bacteria move randomly in the medium, but these movements are biased in order to follow
a certain chemical, which is used to direct the bacteria towards receiver. As a result of the
analysis we obtain an expression for the delay which avoids the use of simulation tools in
the analysis of the propagation of information in agellated bacteria-based communication
systems.
Finally, we introduce two completely dierent communication systems, namely, the rst
synchronous and the second asynchronous. The synchronous system assumes that the nan-
odevices are synchronized, so a basic timing can be used among them. This system can
present some advantages, but it is characterized by higher complexity in terms of logic el-
ements, high power consumption. . . The asynchronous system does not assume any kind of
synchronization, but it is characterized by some limitations, such as a lower eciency in long
range transmissions.
8For both systems, the capacity and the delay are analyzed by using the tools developed
in the rst part of the work described in this thesis. From this analysis, we are able to
compare both system, and discuss their advantages and disadvantages. We conclude that the
adequated system depends on the characteristics of the network.
Resum
La nanotecnologia permet la miniaturitzacio de components electrics i mecanics, i obre la
possibilitat de dissenyar dispositius capacos d'operar a la nanoescala. Una aplicacio interessant
es troba en el camp dels nanosensors, on actualment s'estudien aplicacions per la biomedicina,
la industria i el medi ambient.
Es creu que els nanodispositius seran limitats tant en capacitats com en l'area d'actuacio,
cosa que implica un baix rendiment quan actuen allats. Per tal de cobrir grans arees i ampliar
el seu rendiment cal l'esforc col  laboratiu entre nanodispositius, interconnectant-los formant
xarxes de comunicacio, anomenades nanoxarxes.
Els paradigmes classics de comunicacio no son valids a la nanoescala, per tant, s'han
hagut de proposar noves tecniques de comunicacio per tal de poder comunicar els diversos
nanodispositius. Aquest projecte se centra en les comunicacions basades en bacteris agel-
lats; el nou paradigma es basa en l'us de bacteris per tal de transportar la informacio. El
nanodispositiu codica la informacio en una molecula d'ADN, despres copia la molecula dins
del bacteri i nalment aquest es dirigeix ns al receptor usant un proces biologic anomenant
quimiotaxi, on el nanodispositiu receptor descodica la informacio.
El treball presentat en aquest projecte se centra en l'analisi de la capacitat i del retard en
aquest nou paradigma de comunicacio. L'objectiu de la feina feta anteriorment sobre aquest
tema va ser denir com funcionaria una xarxa basada en bacteris agel  lats i en denir els
passos basics de comunicacio, donant menys importancia als resultats analtics. Per exemple,
no es va trobar cap expressio per denir la propagacio dels bacteris, utilitzant simuladors per
caracteritzar-ne la propagacio.
La primera contribucio del present projecte es una analisi completa de l'efecte de les
mutacions en la abilitat d'aquest sistema, tenint en compte que es podem produir multiples
mutacions que afectaran la informacio mentre aquesta es va desplacant a traves del sistema.
La segona contribucio del projecte es una analisi de la propagacio dels bacteris. Els
bacteris es mouen de forma aleatoria en el medi, pero aquest moviment esta esbiaixat per tal
de poder seguir unes determinades substancies qumiques, fenomen que es aprotat per dirigir
els bacteris cap als receptors. Com a resultat de l'analisi, trobem una expressio per al retard,
fet que ens permet prescindir del les simulacions per estudiar la propagacio de la informacio
en els sistemes basats en bacteris agel  lats.
Finalment, s'introdueixen dos sistemes de comunicacio totalment diferents, anomenant el
primer sistema sncron i el segon sistema asncron. En el sistema sncron, es considera que
els nanodispositius estan sincronitzats entre ells, i que per tant, poden utilitzar una mateixa
base de temps entre ells. Aquests sistema pot presentar alguns avantatges, pero els sistemes
sincronitzats es caracteritzen per algunes limitacions, com ara major complexitat i major
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consum. En el sistema asncron no se suposa cap sincronitzacio entre els nanodispositius,
pero un sistema d'aquestes caracterstiques presenta alguns desavantatges, com ara una menor
eciencia en transmissions de llarg abast.
Per a cadascun dels sistemes s'estudia la capacitat i el retard usant les eines desenvolupades
en la primera part del projecte. A partir d'aquesta analisi, podem comparar els dos sistemes,
examinant-ne els avantatges i desavantatges i concloure que el sistema optim depen de les
caracterstiques de la xarxa.
Resumen
La nanotecnologa permite la miniaturizacion de componentes electricos y mecanicos, y
abre la posibilidad de dise~nar dispositivos capaces de operar en la nanoescala. La nanotec-
nologa encuentra una aplicacion interesante en el campo de los nanosensores, donde actual-
mente se estudian aplicaciones para la biomedicina, la industria y el medio ambiente.
Se cree que los nanodispositivos seran limitados tanto en capacidad como en area de
actuacion, lo que implica un bajo rendimiento cuando actuan aislados. Para cubrir grandes
areas y ampliar el rendimiento de los nanodispositivos es necesario el esfuerzo colaborativo
entre ellos, interconectantdolos formando redes de comunicacion, denominadas nanoredes.
Los paradigmas clasicos de comunicacion no son validos en la nanoescala, por lo que se
han tenido que proponer nuevas alternativas para poder comunicar los nanodispositivos. Este
proyecto se centra en las comunicaciones basadas en bacterias ageladas; el nuevo paradigma
se basa en el uso de bacterias para transportar la informacion. El nanodispositivo codica la
informacion en una molecula de ADN, despues copia la molecula dentro de la bacteria y, nal-
mente, esta se dirige hasta el receptor usando un proceso biologico denominado quimiotaxis,
donde el nanodispositivo receptor decodica la informacion.
El trabajo presentado en este proyecto se centra en el analisis de la capacidad y el retardo
en este nuevo paradigma de comunicacion. La labor realizada anteriormente en este tema se
dedico a denir el funcionamiento de una red basada en bacterias ageladas y a denir los pasos
basicos de comunicacion, dando menos importancia a los resultados analticos. Por ejemplo,
no se encontro ninguna expresion para denir la propagacion de las bacterias, utilizando
simulaciones para caracterizar la propagacion.
La primera contribucion del presente trabajo es un completo analisis del efecto de las
mutaciones en la abilidad del sistema estudiado, teniendo en cuenta que multiples mutaciones
pueden afectar la informacion mientras se desplaza la bacteria a traves del sistema.
La segunda contribucion consiste en un analisis de la propagacion de las bacterias. Las
bacterias se mueven de forma aleatoria en el medio, pero este movimiento esta sesgado con
el objetivo de seguir ciertas substancias qumicas, fenomeno que se aprovecha para dirigir las
bacterias a los receptores. Como resultado del analisis obtemenos una expresion analtica que
describe el retardo de propagacion de las bacterias, lo que evita el uso de simulaciones para
caracterizar la propagacion de las bacterias en sistemas de comunicacion basados en bacterias
ageladas.
Finalmente, se introducen dos sistemas completamente diferentes, uno sncrono y el otro
asncrono. El primero considera que todos los nanodispositivos estan sincronizados, lo que
permite usar la misma base de tiempo en todos los nanodispositivos; este sistema presenta
algunas ventajas, pero se caracteriza por una mayor complejidad y mayor consumo energetico.
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El sistema asncrono no presupone ningun tipo de sincronizacion entre nanodispositivos, pero
se caracteriza por algunas limitaciones, como un menor rendimiento en transmisiones de largo
alcance.
Para los dos sistemas se estudia la capacidad y el retardo usando las herramientas de-
sarrolladas en la primera parte del proyecto. Despues de este analisis, se pueden comparar
los dos sistemas y discutir sus ventajas e inconvenientes. Se concluye que el sistema optimo
depende de las caractersticas de la red.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Nanonetworks
In the last years, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have revolutionized the communication
world. This new paradigm is based on the collaborative eort among tens or hundreds of
small devices in order to monitor physical or environmental conditions, such as pressure,
temperature or pollutants [1]. Current technologies do not allow to use WSN in specic
environment, such as intra-body applications, where non-invasive sensors are needed. This
leads to consider new techniques in the sensing and communication paradigms.
We expect nanotechnology to be the technology that will enable the development of novel
devices, small enough to be considered non-invasive. Nanotechnology is providing new mate-
rials and new techniques that can be used to develop devices a few hundreds of nanometers in
size. The tasks that one of these nanodevices can accomplish are limited in terms of complex-
ity. However, the collaborative eort among these nanodevices will expand the capabilities of
a single nanodevice. In this context, it is necessary to develop novel communication techniques
to enable the communication among nanodevices [2].
1.1 Nanotechnology, Nanodevices and Applications
In 1959, the Nobel laureate physicist Richard Feynman, in his famous speech \There's Plenty
of Room at the Bottom" described for rst time, in a bottom-up approach, how the manip-
ulation of individual atoms or molecules would provide more functional man-made devices.
But the the term Nanotechnology was used for rst time in [3], when Norio Taniguchi dened
nanotechnology, in 1974, as: Nanotechnology mainly consists of the processing of separation,
consolidation and deformation of materials by one atom or one molecule.
1.1.1 Nanotechnology
Nowadays, nanotechnology eld is very diverse, ranging from the miniaturization of conven-
tional devices to completely new approaches based upon molecular assembled devices; from
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studying the properties of atom size materials to developing complete new material with de-
sired properties. Dierent elds from engineering and science, such as chemistry, physics,
electrical engineering, biology, are contributing to nanotechnology. Nanotechnology is also
enabling new options in the nanoscale, such the possibility of directly interacting with bio-
logical component, that opens a broad range of new applications not available with previous
technologies.
One of the most promising applications of nanotechnology is in the eld of nanosensing [4,
5, 6, 7]. A nanosensor, usually referred as nanodevices, is a device that can detect events in
the nanoscale that can not be detected using other technologies. For example, a nanosensor
is able to detect the presence of virus, bacteria or cancerous cells [8, 9] in concentrations up
to one part per billion [10, 11]. In order to achieve that, this nanosensors need a nanosensing
unit to gather the information, a mechanism to send and receive data and a processing unit
to coordinate these operations.
As in a WSN, the range of the sensors is limited, and it is necessary to deploy several
sensors in order to cover large areas. In order to obtain information from the nanodevices
and control them, it is necessary to establish communication among them.
1.1.2 Nanodevices
We dene a nanodevice as an integrated device of around 10-100 m2 in size with limited
capabilities. The main function of a nanodevice is to process the information collected in the
nanosensing unit, and being able to forward this information to other nanodevices. No com-
plete nanodevice has been realized yet but dierent disciplines involved in the nanotechnology
converge to a common concept of nanodevice.
We envision dierent ways to achieve the design and fabrication of nanodevices, as sum-
marized in Fig. 1.1. The top-down approach consists of reducing the size of current compo-
nents to the nanoscale. The other approach is based on the design of the nanodevice from
nanoscale component. This components can be human-made, such as graphene derivates
(Nanomaterial-based approach) or organic, such as proteins, hormones, parts of cells, etc.
(Biological approach).
In this work, we focus on the biological alternative. This alternative is characterized by
the imitation of biological components in order to copy natural processes. We envision that
two options will be possible in that scenario: hybrid nanodevices or completely biological
nanodevices. The hybrid approach follows a classical design, where the device is divided
into independent nanocomponents, biological or human-made, which are interconnected. The
architecture of these nanodevices was introduced in [2] and it is shown in Fig. 1.2. An
example of an hybrid device is studied in [12, 13]. The completely biological nanodevices
approach consists in modifying existing cells to perform dierent functions. Cells can be
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Figure 1.1: Dierent approaches to design nanodevices
considered nanodevices, since they perform the basic functions described for a nanodevice:
energy harvesting, sensing, processing and communications.
A nanodevice has the perform dierent functions, which are done by dierent nanocom-
ponents: nano-battery, nano-processor, nano-memory, nano-sensors and nano-transceivers.
The nano-battery is the energy source of the nanodevice, the nano-processor controls it, the
nano-memory stores all the necessary information, the nano-sensors gather the information
and the nano-transceiver allows the communication among nanodevices. A cell has internal
membranes and structures which perform these function, such as the nucleus, which is the
processor and the memory of the cell.
Figure 1.2: Components of a hybrid biological nanodevice
Nano-battery or Nano-power Unit
Cells obtain energy harvesting components from the medium such as glucose, amino acids,
fatty acids and oxygen and process them to synthesize Adenosine TriPhosphate (ATP). This
molecule is stored and then used to produce the energy needed by the cell. We envision that
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biological nanodevices will also use molecule harvesting and chemical reactions to produce the
energy they need to work.
Nano-processor
Dierent approaches can be studied for the nano-processor in the biological nanodevices.
DNA computing [14] is the most interesting approach, which consists of taking advantage of
the biological processing of the DNA to do computing tasks. In the hybrid approach, classic
binary processors can be used.
Nano-memory
DNA can be used not only in a nano-processor, but also in the fabrication of nano-memories,
as introduced in [15]. DNA is a molecule that stores already all the information needed by a
living being; for example, the human chromosome stores 3 billions of base pairs [16].
Nano-sensors
Nano-sensors are the most important part of the nanodevice, being able to sense some char-
acteristics of the medium. Authors in [17] studied biological and chemical sensors. Other
nano-sensors based on nanomaterials, such as carbon nanotubes, are studied in [18, 19].
Nano-transceivers
Nano-transceivers are the part of the nanodevice able to establish communication with other
nanodevices. The nano-transceivers depends on the communication paradigm used. In the
biological approach it will be able to release and receive biological or chemical components,
such as bacteria, pheromones or other molecules.
1.1.3 Applications
The reduced size of the nanosensor enables the use of Wireless NanoSensor Networks (WNSNs)
in new environments, giving new applications in which classical sensor networks can not apply.
We classify these applications into the following four groups:
Biomedical Applications
Biomedical applications are the most promising eld in WNSNs. The nanoscale nature of the
cells and organs has made impossible the use of current technologies in intra-body applications.
These applications include glucose detection, sodium or cholesterol problems [20, 21] or the
detection of infections or cancer tissue [22]. A wireless macro-scale interface will collecte the
information from the nanosensors and report it to a health center.
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Environmental Applications
Nanosensors can be used to release composites and control plantations of trees, bushes, plants
or herbs [23, 24]. Other environment applications are pollution control or biodegradation [5].
Industrial and Consumer Goods Applications
Automatic control of the temperature, quality control procedures, self-cleaning nanomaterial,
food and water quality control are some examples of the WNSNs. The use of WNSNs in
consumer goods is referred with the term Internet of Nano-Things [25].
Military Applications
WNSNs can be used to detect dierent attacks, such as nuclear, biological and chemical
threats. Other applications are advance camouages, smart clothes able to self-regulate the
temperature of the soldier or even detect if the soldier has been injured.
1.1.4 Types of nanonetworks
In the previous subsections, we dened nanodevices as units able to communicate among
themselves. We dene a nanonetwork as a network whose nodes are nanodevices and which
uses novel communication techniques working at the nanoscale.
Two dierent paradigms have been proposed [2, 26] in order to establish communication
among nanodevices. Molecular nanonetworks were proposed in order to mimic communi-
cations among biological beings and cells. After the study of new nanomaterials such as
graphene, the electromagnetic nanonetworks were also proposed.
Molecular Nanonetworks
These are based on molecular communication, which is a paradigm based on the transmission
and reception of encoded information into molecules [2, 27, 28]. This molecular nanonetworks
can be divided on the basis of the distance range. Fig. 1.3 shows this classication into short,
medium and long range.
In general, in molecular nanonetworks information propagates by molecule diusion. Dif-
fusion describes the spread of particles through random motion in order to avoid dierence in
the concentration. The study of the diusion process from the communication point of view
allows to obtain general formulas for the capacity and the delay that can be applied in most of
the molecular cases. In [29], a channel model for this diusion-based molecular nanonetworks
is provided. In [30, 31], the diusion noise and the reception noise are analyzed.
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Figure 1.3: Classication of dierent molecular communication techniques according to the distance.
Dierent types of molecular nanonetworks have been proposed. The short range methods
try to mimic the biological communication among cells. Molecular motors are proteins or
proteins complexes that transform chemical energy into mechanical work at a molecular scale
and are able to move and transport information molecules. Molecular motors move along
molecular rails called microtubes, and they can be considered as wired connecting a network.
A wireless alternative for the short range nanonetworks is ion signaling, this is a mechanism
used by cells in order to communicate to the neighbors cells.
In the medium range, two options have been proposed: bacteria based communications
and catalytic motors [32]. Bacteria based communications are studied in this thesis, and
introduced in the next section. Catalytic nanomotors are synthetic particles that are able
to propel themselves and can be used to carry DNA plasmids, which encode the information
from transmitter to a receiver [33]. The main problem of the catalytic motors is that magnetic
elds are needed in order to lead the particle to the receiver.
Finally, in the long range, two options have been proposed: pheromones and pollen or
spores. Both options try to mimic natural long range communications in the biology. In [27]
dierent long range nanonetworks are studied.
Electromagnetic Nanonetworks
These are based on the exchange of information through electromagnetic radiation, which is
realized through novel nanomaterials and their properties. This paradigm is much closer to
the classic communications, but taking into account all limitations and new characteristics of
the nanoscale.
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Graphene is a novel nanomaterial that will enable electromagnetic communications in the
nanoscale. It has already been demonstrated [34] that a graphene antenna can be used in
the nanoscale to radiate electromagnetic waves in the terahertz band. This band is located
between the microwaves and the far infrared (300 GHz - 3 THz). For communication purposes,
the terahertz band is one of the least explored spectral range, since it presents important
withdraws in the macro-scale. For this, in [35], a novel propagation model was introduced,
which describes the attenuation and noise that a signal suers when it propagates through
the medium in the presence of water molecules.
1.2 Bacteria-Based Communication in Nanonetworks
In this section, the state of the art of the agellated bacteria communication is presented. It
was rst introduced in [32], and later developed in [36, 37]. In this previous work, the idea
to use agellated bacteria to communicate dierent nanodevices was presented, and the basic
concepts of the communication were analyzed.
Bacteria are microorganisms composed only by one prokaryotic cell and they live in a
liquid medium. They are able to randomly move using the agellum. But in the presence
of specic substances, called attractant, bacteria can direct their movements according to
the gradient of the substance in the environment: this process is called chemotaxis. The
propagation of the bacteria is deeply analyzed in Chapter 3: the idea is to take advantage of
this phenomenon to be able to send the bacteria to a specic point.
Bacteria are used as carrier of information, which is encoded in a double-stranded DNA
molecule, called plasmid, and transported by them. The use of DNA allows a higher through-
put than other molecular approaches, due to the high information density of the DNA.
In the following section, we introduce the architecture of the network, each component
and the basic communication steps.
1.2.1 Nanonetwork Components
A Bacteria-Based Nanonetwork (BBN) is composed of nodes and carriers, as shown in Fig. 1.4.
Nodes are nanodevices, described in the last section, but with some specic characteristics
needed in a system based on agellated bacteria. Carriers are bacteria, which physically
transport the information from a transmitter to a receiver. Nodes and carriers are oating
within a liquid medium. All these components and their networking are described in this
subsection.
Environment
All nodes and carriers are oating within a liquid medium provided with nutrients for the
bacteria and energy sources for the nanodevices. We consider a 3D medium in general, but a
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Node 1 RA
Figure 1.4: A Bacteria-Based Nanonetwork (BBN) with 3 nodes, 2 messages in transit and "empty\
carriers. Laden carriers follow specic RA, represented by geometric gures and colours, that are
emitted by each node.
planar (2D) or linear (1D) medium can also be used. Attractants released by nanodevices in
order to attract bacteria are also present in the environment, which allow bacteria to direct
their movement.
In a real scenario, this system can be deployed inside the body: gastrointestinal tract,
blood vessel... or outside the body: in a glass, pool... The only condition is that the medium
has to be compatible with bacteria.
Carriers: Bacteria
Bacteria are one of the oldest organisms on the Earth: the rst bacteria appeared about 4
billions years ago. Since then, they evolved developing skills that allow them to move and
convert chemicals into energy. Cilia and agella are some of the mechanisms that allow the
bacteria to move. Flagella are semi-rigid cylindrical structures that are rotated and function
much like the propeller on a ship. Chemotaxis is the phenomenon in which bacteria direct
their movements according to the concentration of specic substances (attractants) in the
environment.
Among all possible bacteria that have the ability to move we focus on Escherichia Coli
(E. Coli). This bacterium, shown in Fig. 1.5, is one of the most studied, and its complete
genome sequence is known [38]. E. Coli is approximately 2 m long and has a diameter of
1 m and it has between 4 and 10 agella located at the cell membrane that allow it to move.
E. Coli has a huge number of chemical receptors surrounding its membrane that allow them
to sense the environment for the presence of attractant particles and move towards them.
Bacteria will be distributed in the BBN forming a uniformly distributed population, span-
ning the whole medium. Bacteria are used by nodes when they need to send information.
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Figure 1.5: Escherichia Coli (E. Coli)
Bacteria are responsible for carrying the DNA molecule which encodes the information from
the transmitter to the receiver by taking advantage of the chemotaxis phenomenon. The
propagation of the bacteria is described and studied in Chapter 3. The population density
can be maintained by regulating the replication cycle [39] using Quorum Sensing (QS). QS
is a system of stimulus and response, used by many species of bacteria, such as E. Coli, than
can be used to control their behavior.
E. Coli can sense at least 12 dierent attractants using dierent chemoreceptors that cause
independent chemotaxis response [40]. Furthermore, there are E. Coli mutants that present
no response towards some specic attractants [41]. This can be used to direct bacteria to
a specic receptor which is releasing a specic attractant. So, it is needed to modify the
behavior of the bacteria in order to be able to direct its movement to the right destination.
We need to assume that will be possible to modify bacteria to use already existing biological
parts and that these parts can be combined as desired to obtain specic behaviors. All the
biological parts are controlled by genes that implement certain functionalities in bacteria,
such replication or chemotaxis. These modications have been achieved by dierent scientic
teams: [42, 43].
Nodes: Nanodevices
The nodes of a agellated bacteria based nanonetwork are nanodevices, such as those described
in section 1.1.2, but with some specic characteristics. First of all, a nanodevice will be able to
work with DNA, which means that each nanodevice contains a DNA Processing Unit (DPU),
that is able to encode and decode arbitrary DNA. The DNA computing is a new paradigm
of computing, [14], and it has been introduced by dierent authors. Examples include the
DNA-based Turing Machines [44, 45].
Nanodevices used in this type of nanonetwork are also required to be an active part in in the
reception of information. Bacteria direct their movement according to the attractant released
by the nanodevice, so each nanodevice has to be continuously releasing attractant in order to
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be able to receive information at any time (Receiving Attractant or RA). Dierent attractants
should be used in the nanonetwork in order to avoid interferences among nanodevices. When
a node has to send information, "empty\ bacteria are required in order to send information.
To get the "empty\ bacteria, an attractant which all "empty\ bacteria are sensitive to is
released by the node in order to attract some of them (Transmitting Attractant or TA).
1.2.2 Nanonetwork Architecture
As described in the previous subsection, the network is composed by nanodevices oating in a
liquid medium and bacteria that are used to carry information. Nanodevices release dierent
attractants in order to attract bacteria that are sensitive to these attractants, but the number
of attracts available, which is around 15 [40], and the limited range of the attractant [37] make
necessary to use multiple hops to reach all the nanodevices and to use a network address to
identify the nanodevice in the network. This address is a unique identier in the network
used to identify the nal destination. Attractant is used to identify the following nanodevice
in the path.
d
(a) Equidistant nanodevices
d1
d2
(b) Dierent range levels
(c) Dierent paradigms per level (d) Unidirectional communication
Figure 1.6: Dierent nanonetwork architectures
By using these addresses we propose a basic nanonetwork architecture where all the nan-
odevices are arranged in a perfect grid, equally separated, shown in Fig. 1.6(a). This can be
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realized in a 2D scenario, such as any surface covered by a liquid, or in a 3D scenario, such
as any volume lled with a liquid. The addressing in these architecture is an important and
open research problem which needs to be further investigated and where concrete solutions
are needed. Other architectures are also possible. One example is having dierent layers in
the network, in which there are dierent kinds of nodes, some are only able to communicate
with the immediate neighbors and others that can reach further nodes, Fig. 1.6(b). Other ex-
amples can be proposed combining this communication paradigm with other paradigms. For a
high density distribution of nodes, a short range communication can be used to communicate
immediate neighbors and the agellated bacteria can be used to communicate nanodevices
placed further apart, Fig. 1.6(c). Another option is to use agellated bacteria communica-
tion as a unidirectional method, in order to obtain information from nodes, and use another
paradigm to send information to nodes, Fig. 1.6(d).
1.2.3 Basic Communication Steps
In this section, the needed steps as well as the biological phenomena involved in the communi-
cation are described, which were rst introduced in [37]. The communication can be divided
into six steps: encoding, encapsulation, propagation, decapsulation, relaying and decoding.
A scheme of all the process is shown in Fig. 1.7.
ENCAPSULATIONENCODING PROPAGATION DECAPSULATION DECODING
• DNA synthesis • Bact. Conjugation
• Modify chemotaxis
• Chemotaxis • Bacterial
Conjugation
• DNA sequencing
RELAYING
TRANSMITTER BACTERIAL CARRIER RECEIVER
Figure 1.7: Overview of the basic communication steps in a Bacteria-Based Nanonetwork (BBN)
Encoding
The rst step consists of encoding the information to be transmitted in a double-stranded
DNA molecule. This is done by the DNA Processing Unit (DPU) of the nanodevice.
DeoxyriboNucleic Acid (DNA) is a long molecule composed of two polymers of nucleoides,
with each nucleoide from one polymer bonded to one in the other polymer and forming a base
pair (bp). Polymers are represented in yellow in Fig. 1.8, the nucleoides and bps are in each
bound of the polymers. Each polymer extends in opposite direction, with the asymmetric
ends of each polymer called 5' and 3'. Each nucleoide contains one of four possible bases:
adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) or thymine (T). The base in a nucleoide determine the
base in the other nucleoide of the pair: adenine is always with thymine and cytosine is with
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Figure 1.8: Structure of a DNA molecule
guanine. So the possible structures for a base are AT, TA, CG and GC. Only one nucleoide
of the base it is needed to describe a DNA sequence, for example 5'ACTG3' is the sequence
of the Fig. 1.8(b).
The DNA chain used to encode information in our BBN forms a plasmid. A plasmid is a
circular DNA molecule separated from the chromosomal DNA of the bacteria, that is capable
of self-replication and self-transfer. A plasmid can be up to 1:6 mbp (mega bp) [46] long.
The DNA encoded in the plasmid is divided into three parts: the transfer region, the
routing region and the message region. The transfer and routing regions constitute the active
section of the plasmid, which are expressed or interpreted as biological instructions. The
message region contains the arbitrary information.
1. The transfer region is present in typical plasmids as the F factor of E. Coli and it is
33 kbp (kilo bp) [47]. This region contains the genes necessary for self-replication and
transmission of the plasmid.
2. The routing region contains the genes that modify the behavior of the "empty\ bac-
teria. These genes encodes new proteins or inhibit genes in the chromosomal DNA [48]
for various purposes:
 Deactivation of the chomotaxis towards transmitters, using a specic protein that
disables chemotaxis (disable chemoreceptors) towards the specic attractant (TA)
used to attract "empty\ bacteria.
 Activation of the chemotaxis toward the receiver, using a specic protein that en-
ables chemotaxis (enable chemoreceptors) towards a specic attractant (RA). This
protein identies the physical address of the message.
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 Inhibition of bacterial replication [39] in order to avoid an exponential growing
of the number of bacteria with the same message, since this would overload the
receiver.
 Enabling of programmed death [49] on timeout. This is used to prevent delivery of
messages that have accumulated a very long delay by making bacteria suicide at a
specic time after plasmid reception using a acTTLacro gene.
The size of the routing region is expected to be in order of the size of the transfer region,
i.e., tens of kpb.
3. The message region contains the base pairs that are not interpreted as biological
instructions, such as the destination network address and the message body, which
occupies most of the length of the plasmid.
Encoding an arbitrary DNA sequence in the plasmid has a problem: once in the bacterium,
the arbitrary sequence would be expressed and could lead to the synthesis of proteins that
could interfere with the message delivery. To avoid this, it is necessary to disable the expression
of the message by encoding it as inactive DNA, and this inevitably reduces the number of
possible sequences that can be encoded.
One way to inhibit the DNA expression is to avoid promoter sequences. Promoters are
specic DNA sequences where the Ribonucleic acid (RNA) polymerase can bind to start the
transcription. Promoters are varied in the DNA of an organism, but they share subsequences
called consensus promoters. Avoiding these sequences is one possibility to prevent DNA
expression.
The time needed to synthesize the DNA depends on the speed of the DPU. To date, no
practical implementation of DPU has been realized, but we envision that it will be in the
order of the bacteria DNA replication speed, rDNA = 1400bp=s, [50]. That means that the
time needed to encode a plasmid of 1.6 Mbps will be approximately 19 min.
Encapsulation
In this step, the plasmid generated in the previous step, which contains the message, is
transferred to the bacterium. First, the transmitter emits TA in order to attract "empty\
bacteria carriers in the vicinity. This can happen simultaneously with the encoding step, so
it will not aect the delay. When a bacterium reaches the transmitter, a copy of the plasmid
is transferred to the bacterium using BC. BC is a biological phenomenon which involves the
transfer of genetic material between two bacterial cells: a donor, who rst has the plasmid,
and the acceptor, who receives a copy of it.
This process can be mimicked to transfer the plasmid from a nanodevice. The transmitter
rst attaches to the bacterium using a pilis, which will retract to get the bacterium in physical
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contact with the transmitter. The membranes of the transmitter and the carrier connect, and
a single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) molecule is unwounded from the plasmid and transferred to
the carrier. After the ssDNA has been transferred, transmitter and carrier separate and the
ssDNA in the carrier replicates into a full plasmid. Note that in nature, the plasmid is also
reconstructed in the donor bacterium (whose role is played by the transmitter in our case).
A scheme of the BC is shown in Fig. 1.9
Once the plasmid is transferred to the bacterium, the active section of the plasmid is
expressed and the bacterium modies its behavior according to the routing region, as detailed
in the last point, and the propagation starts.
The time needed to encapsulate the DNA is the sum of the time needed for the BC and
the time needed to activate the chemotaxis towards the receiver. The time needed for the
BC depends on the size of the plasmid, but it is copied at a speed around 833 bp/s [51].
That means that the time needed to encode a plasmid of 1.6 Mbps will we approximately
32 min. To activate the chemotaxis, the active part of the plasmid (around 50 kbps) must
be activated,, with a bacterial transcription rate of 2500 nucleoides per minute [52], which
corresponds to 20 min.
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Figure 1.9: Schematic drawing of Bacterial Conjugation (BC)
Propagation
In the propagation step, the carrier swims from the transmitter to the receiver by using
bacterial chemotaxis. The delay is limited by the programmed death in the active part of
the plasmid, described in the encoding step by the Time To Live (TTL). If a message is
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not received after that time, it is considered lost, and the bacteria which carry them will die
(suicide).
For a reliable system, we must consider that after a laden bacterium dies, its membrane
breaks and all its components are released to the medium. The plasmid oating in the medium
could be incorporated by another bacterium through a natural process called transformation,
and the transformed bacterium could complete its delivery. The ability to uptake naked DNA
is called competence, and to avoid this problem, non-competent bacteria have to be used [53].
There is no reason for bacteria to die in a controlled medium. However, it is possible that
some bacteria die during the propagation, and this has to be considered part of the message
loss probability.
The time needed for a bacteria to swim to the receiver is random, in the order of minutes
or hours depending on the distance. The propagation of the bacteria is widely analyzed in
Chapter 3.
Decapsulation
This step uses BC, as explained in the encapsulation step, but in this case, the carrier is the
donor and the nanodevice is the acceptor. After receiving the message, the receiver kills the
bacterium, which would try to re-deliver the message otherwise.
A laden carrier might encounter another carrier during the propagation and pass a copy
if the plasmid to it, resulting in undesired message duplication. We can use surface exclu-
sion [54], which is used by naturally-occurring plasmids to ensure that they are not transferred
to bacteria that already have a copy if the plasmid. This mechanism would be adapted so
that BC can only happen between a node and a carrier.
In a network based on agellated bacteria, each one is emitting a dierent attractant, and
bacteria may reach, by change, the wrong node. The receiver determines if the message is for
itself by checking the physical and network address in the message. If the physical address
does not match, the message is discarded.
The time needed to decapsulate the information is given by the BC speed as well, described
in the encapsulation step.
Relaying
Once the message is decapsulated, the receiver checks the destination network address in the
message. If it matches with the local network address, the message is decoded. If it does not
match, the routing region of the plasmid is updated by substituting the RA in the plasmid by
the RA in the local routing table that matches the destination address of the message, and
the plasmid is encapsulated again.
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The time needed to to relay a bacteria is the time needed to modify the plasmid. One
option to do that is by using restrictions endonucleases [55], a natural phenomenon able to
modify foreign DNA, such as plasmids. This phenomenon is eective in order of 5 minutes [56],
and we estimate a total of 10 minutes as a typical relaying time.
Decoding
In this step, the receiver uses its DPU to decode the message by the sequencing of the plasmid.
Sequencing is the process of determining the primary structure, the sequence of nucleoides,
of a DNA strand. Then, the message can be processed further at the receiver. This step
concludes the communication process.
The time needed to sequence the DNA depends on the speed of the DPU, and we envision
it will be similar to the time needed to synthesize the plasmid.
1.3 Motivation and Contributions
The communication alternatives for nanodevices are still very limited. Flagellated bacteria
communication is a novel biological approach to enable the communication among nanode-
vices. Bacteria-based communications are rst introduced in [32] among other communication
paradigm useful in a medium range scenario. In [36], a deeper analysis is done by introducing
the biological concepts that will make possible the use of bacteria to communicate information
in the future. Finally in [37], the basic communication steps are analyzed, the delay of the
system is obtained using simulations and some values for the capacity are found in a simple
system by using the values previously obtained from the simulations.
Lots of work need to be done in this topic in order to make this communication paradigm
a reality. In this context, we propose dierent study directions. We perform a deep study
of the propagation of the bacteria in order to get an analytical formula for the delay and
to avoid the use of simulations. We also perform a complete analysis of the mutations that
can modify the information during the propagation of the information. Then we introduce
and dene two dierent systems, namely, the synchronous and the asynchronous, in order to
study the capacity and the delay in dierent situations. Finally we compare both systems
and concluded the work.
1.4 Structure
The rest of this work is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we study the eect of the mutations
in the reliability of the information. In Chapter 3, we present a mathematical model of the
propagation of the bacteria. In Chapter 4 and in Chapter 5, two dierent communication sys-
tems are introduced, one synchronous and the other asynchronous, together with an analysis
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of the capacity and the delay. In Chapter 6, we compare both systems and we point out the
advantages and disadvantages of each system. Finally, in Chapter 7, we conclude our work.

Chapter 2
Eect of Mutations in a
Bacteria-Based Communication
System
2.1 Introduction
In the communication paradigm presented in the introduction, the information is carried
and propagated by agellated bacteria. Bacteria carry the information encoded in Deoxyri-
boNucleic Acid (DNA) plasmids, which are double-stranded DNA molecules, as explained in
Sec. 1.2.3. These DNA molecules are formed by base pairs (bps), which at the same time are
formed by two dierent nucleotides, one determined by the other. Each nucleotide can be one
of four possible bases (amino acids) and they are the basic information units of the DNA.
In this chapter, we analyze how the errors or mutations aect the capacity of the system
based on the agellated bacteria communication paradigm . During the communication pro-
cess, the information bearing DNA molecule is generated (also called synthesized or encoded),
copied multiple times when the information needs to be relayed in order to reach the desti-
nation and nally read (also called sequenced or decoded). In each of these steps, errors can
modify the information encoded, decreasing the capacity of the DNA.
Fig. 2.1 shows the model used to analyze the errors that can occur during the communica-
tion. The model is divided into three blocks: the DNA encoding or synthesis, the propagation
process, which includes the multiple copies done in the relaying process, and the DNA de-
coding or sequencing. The errors in the encoding step are characterized by the probability of
their occurrence peENC , the errors occurring during the multiple copies are characterized by
the probability pePROP and the errors occurring during the decoding step are characterized
by the probability peDEC .
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Figure 2.1: Model of the errors that can occur during the communication
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, the errors that modify
the information during the multiples copies of the plasmid are studied and an expression
of the error probability is given as a function of the number of hops and it is validated
using simulations. In Section 2.3, the same analysis is expanded to the complete system by
incorporating the encoding and decoding processes. In Section 2.4, the information capacity
the agellated-bacteria based communication paradigm is studied. Finally, in Section 2.5, we
conclude this chapter by commenting the obtained results..
2.2 Analysis of the Error Probability During the Multiple En-
capsulation and Decapsulation Processes
In general, a communication between two nanodevice is multi-hop. During the communica-
tion, the information encoded in the bacterium visits multiple nanodevices that relays the
information. In all of these relaying processes, the plasmid is encapsulated and decapsulated
many times using Bacterial Conjugation (BC), as described in section 1.2.2. For example,
in a one hop scenario, the plasmid is encapsulated in the transmitter, decapsulated in the
nanodevice used to relay the information, encapsulated again after updating the information
on the next destination, and nally, in the receiver, the plasmid is decapsulated again. This
means a total of four times. In each process, mutations can occur and change the base in
any bp of the plasmid. Successive mutations in the same base can change the error or even
correct it.
The objective of this section is to calculate the probability of error when the information
reaches the nal destination, in oder words, after multiple processes of encoding and decoding.
We start by calculating the probability of bit error and after that the probability of error of
a base pair.
A mutation is an error in a bp during the BC process which changes a nucleotide for one
of the other three possible nucleotides. We assume that the mutation probability (usually
known as mutation rate) is known, independent and constant for all base pairs. In fact, for
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the natural BC process among living cells, this mutation probability has been studied in [57],
and it has been determined that the mutation rate in that case is 10 8.
2.2.1 Bit Error Probability
In this analysis, it has to be taken into account that each base pair can carry 2 bits of
information, since it can contain four possible bases; so a mutation in a base pair can modify
one or two bits. This can be observed on the left part of Fig. 2.2. It also has to be taken
into account that a successive error in the same bp can correct or change the number of bits
modied, as shown on the right part of Fig. 2.2.
1− pmut
pmut /3
A→ 0|0
T→ 0|1
C→ 1|0
G→ 1|1
A→ 0|0
T→ 0|1
C→ 1|0
G→ 1|1
A→ 0|0
T→ 0|1
C→ 1|0
G→ 1|1
Figure 2.2: Schematic drawing of the errors that can occur during two BC processes
The probability of error if a bit of one BC process is obtained by taking into account how
many bits are changed when a mutation occurs. A mutation changes the base for any of the
other three possibles bases: two of them having one bit dierent and the third having both
bits dierent. This means that, on average, two of three bits are modied when a mutation
occurs, so the bit error probability is given by the following expression.
pe(1BC) =
2
3
pmut (2.1)
where pmut is the mutation rate.
The probability of bit error after two BC processes, which corresponds to one hop, has to
take into account that a second error in the same base can change the number of wrong bits.
This is given by (2.2), where the second term is negative since it takes into account that the
second error can correct some of the bits modied by the rst error. because it is more likely
than
pe(2BC) =
4
3
pmut   8
9
p2mut (2.2)
Theoretical Analysis
The objective is to obtain a general formula as a function of the number of hops by taking
into account that each hop implies two BC processes or copies. In this analysis we take into
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account that a mutation can occur at any time and dierent mutations can occur at the same
base.
The analysis is done performed by following a recursive fashion. It consists on the denition
of a base case and a set of relations which reduce all other cases toward the base case, in our
case by increasing the number of hops. In the Cth process, if no mutation occurs, the error
probability is pok  pe(C   1), where pok is the probability of not having a mutation, equal
to 1   pmut. In case a mutation occurs, if no bit is modied, the probability of error is
1
3pmut  pe(C   1), since the probability that a mutation does not modify a bit is 13 . In case a
mutation occurs and the bit is modied, the probability of error is 23pmut  (1  pe(N)). The
base case is: the probability of error is zero if no copies are done. This can be mathematically
expressed as follows:
pe(C) =
8<:0 if C = 0pok  pe(C   1) + 13pmut  pe(C   1) + 23pmut  (1  pe(C   1)) if C > 0 (2.3)
By simplifying the last expression, the following recursive equation is obtained:
pe(C) =
8<:0 if C = 0 1  43pmut  pe(C   1) + 23pmut if C > 0 (2.4)
which, if solved, allows us to obtain:
pe(C) =
2
3
pmut
C 1X
i=0

1  4
3
pmut
i
(2.5)
The probability of bit error is given by the following nal expression:
pe(C) =
1
2
 
1 

1  4
3
pmut
C!
(2.6)
where C is the number times the plasmid is copied (number of BC processes), or, in other
words, N = C2 is the number of hops done in total; and pmut is the mutation rate.
Simulations
The objective is to validate the probability of bit error obtained in (2.6). The simulations
done consist of the repetition of the mutation eect for copiy or step 10000 times. In each
step, it is decided randomly if an error occurs and in that case, using the given mutation rate,
and the DNA base pair is changed if it is determined that a mutation has occured. After all
the steps, the number of wrong bits in the base is determined and nally averaged among all
the repetition.
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The results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 2.3, where it can be observed that the sim-
ulated data (colored lines) matches with the theoretical values obtained using the probability
of error expression (2.6) (dotted lines).
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of the simulated bit error probability (colored lines) and the theoretical
bit error probability (dotted lines) as a function of the mutation rate for a dierent number of BC
processes
2.2.2 Base Error Probability
In this subsection, by starting from the probability of error in bits analyzed in the last sub-
section, we obtain the probability of error for the base pairs.
In this case, the system has to be analyzed as a quaternary system, where each error
changes the base, considered the symbol, and future errors can correct the error or change
the symbol to an other wrong symbol. In Fig. 2.2, the possible errors during two steps of
propagation are shown. which can occur changes a symbol into one of the other four symbols.
In case a symbol is aected by an error twice, the second error can change the wrong symbol
either back to the rst correct one or to any other symbol.
After one copy of the plasmid, the probability of error is directly the mutation rate. After
two steps, it has to be taken into account that the second error can correct the rst error, so
the error probability is:
pe(2BC) = pokpmut + pmut

pmut +
2
3
pmut

= 2pmut   4
3
p2mut (2.7)
where pmut is the mutation rate and pok is the probability of not having a mutation, which
is expressed as pok = 1  pmut.
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Theoretical Analysis
The objective is to determine the quaternary error probability by following a similar approach
as for the binary error probability. If no mutation occurs during the Cth copy, then the
probability of error is pok  pe(C   1). On the contrary, if there is an mutation in that step,
the probability of error is the mutation rate multiplied by the probability for successive errors
to not correct the error. Since 23 of the mutations will not correct the error, the probability
of error when a mutation occurs is pmut
 
1  pe(C   1) + 23pe(C   1)

. The base case is the
same than the binary case: the probability of error is zero if no copies are done. This can be
mathematically expressed as follows:
pe(C) =
8<:0 if C = 0pok  pe(C   1) + pmut  1  pe(C   1) + 23pe(C   1) if C > 0 (2.8)
where pok is the probability of not having a mutation, which is equal to 1   pmut. By
simplication of (2.8), the following recursive equation is obtained:
pe(C) =
8<:0 if C = 0 1  43pmut  pe(C   1) + pmut if C > 0 (2.9)
By solving this recursive equation, we obtain a geometric expression, similar that in the
binary case. After further simplication, the probability of error of a base pair is given by the
following expression:
pe(C) =
3
4
 
1 

1  4
3
pmut
C!
(2.10)
where C is the number of copies and pmut is the mutation rate.
Expressions (2.6) and (2.10) are identical with the exception of a constant. This can be
explained since both probabilities take into account the same mutations, but interpreting
the errors in a dierent way: an error on a base changes the quaternary symbol but it only
changes 23 bits that are carried by the base pair. As a consequence, the relationship with both
probabilities is:
peBIN (C) =
2
3
peBASE (C) (2.11)
This relationship can be used in all cases to obtain one probability if the other one is
know. From now on, only the base error probability will be calculated.
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2.3 Analysis of the Error Probability in the Complete Com-
munication Scheme
In this section, the probability of error of the complete system is studied, which means that
the errors that can occur when DNA is generated (encoded) and sequenced (decoded) are
introduced in the analysis. The complete model of the system was introduced in Fig. 2.1, and
the probability of error during the propagation was studied in the previous section.
We envision that it will be possible to generate an arbitrary sequence of DNA in the
nanoscale, which has already been done in macroscale [58, 59]. We foresee that if an error can
occur in a biological process such as the BC, also an error can occur during the manipulation
of the DNA, and we assume that this probability of error will be characterized.
In the current scenario, we assume that errors can occur when the DNA is encoded with
a probability peENC and more errors can occur when the DNA is decoded with a probability
peDEC . So three sources of errors are considered: encoding, multiple copies and decoding. By
taking into account all the three possible sources of errors and all the combination among
them, the following expression is obtained:
pe(N) = peENC + pePROP (N) + peDEC  
4
3
peENCpePROP (2N) 
4
3
peENCpeDEC
 4
3
pePROP (2N)peDEC +
16
3
peENCpePROP (2N)peDEC
(2.12)
which takes into account that only one error can occur during the synthesis, the propaga-
tion or the sequencing, two errors can occur in any pair of processes, and three errors aect
all the processes.
In order to obtain a simple expression, we can assume that peENC = pmut = peDEC , which is
reasonable because each process is a manipulation of the plasmid. In that case, the probability
of error of a base pair in the complete system is given by the following expression:
pe(N) =
3
4
 
1 

1  4
3
pmut
2N+2!
(2.13)
where N is the number of hops.
2.3.1 Numerical Results
As we stated above, the mutation rate during a BC in the nature is 10 8. By assuming that
this mutation rate will not change if the process is done in a nanodevice and the probability
of error during the synthesis and sequencing will be equal to the mutation rate (2.13), we
obtain the results shown in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Base error probability assuming that the mutation probability is the same in all steps
and equal to 10 8 as a function of the number of hops
It can be observed that the error probability increases linealy when the number of hops is
small, since, when the mutation rate is very small, it is very unlikely to have two mutations
in the same base. In that case, the expression of the probability of error can be approximated
as:
pe(N)  10 8  (2N + 2) (2.14)
where N is the number of hops.
2.4 Eect on the Capacity
In this section, the objective is to calculate the capacity of a base pair in the system described
in the introduction. In that system, the transmitter sends the message encoded using a
quaternary alphabet, and the receiver has to decode it. The symbols of this message are
modied during the propagation with a certain probability, as it is studied in the previous
sections. When an error aects a base pair, the symbol is changed for any of the other three
with the same probability. This system can be considered as a quaternary symmetric channel
with the following transition matrix:
p (yjx) =
0BBBBB@
1  p p3 p3 p3
p
3 1  p p3 p3
p
3
p
3 1  p p3
p
3
p
3
p
3 1  p
1CCCCCA (2.15)
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where p is the probability of error of a base calculated in the previous section (2.12).
The capacity can be analyzed as follows, by starting from the Shannon expression for the
capacity [60].
C = max
p(x)
I (X;Y )
= max
p(x)
fH (Y ) H (Y jX)g
= max
p(x)
(
H (Y ) 
X
x
p(x)H (Y jX = x)
)
= max
p(x)
H (X) H

1  pe; pe
3
;
pe
3
;
pe
3

= 2 H

1  pe; pe
3
;
pe
3
;
pe
3

(2.16)
where pe is the probability of error of a base pair andH(a; b; c; d) =   (a log2(a) + b log2(b) + c log2(c) + d log2(d))
is the quaternary entropy function [60] (where a, b, c and d are the probabilities of the sym-
metric channel and a+ b+ c+ d = 1). In order to simplify the notation, we dene:
H4(p) = H

1  p; p
3
;
p
3
;
p
3

) =  

(1  p) log2(p) + 3
p
3

log2
p
3

(2.17)
The maximum of the capacity is when four symbols are equiprobable, which means that
H(X) = 2.
The quaternary probability if error has to be used instead of the binary probability of
error since the errors on the bits are not independent, since one error in a base pair causes
one or two consecutive erroneous bits.
By assuming that the mutation rate is the same as the encoding/decoding error probability,
the expression of the capacity of a base pair as a function of the number of hops (N) is:
Cbp = 2 H4
 
3
4
 
1 

1  4
3
pmut
2N+2!!
(2.18)
The capacity of bacterium has to take into account the number of base pairs encoded,
so it is Cbact = B Cbp. In Fig. 2.5, the normalized capacity of a bacterium is represented
as a function of the mutation rate for a dierent number of BC processes is shown. We can
observe that for small mutation rate, e.g. 10 8, the normalized capacity does not decrease if
the number of hops is reasonable. When the number of hops is higher than 104, the capacity
decreases only 0.1 %. For a higher mutation rate, the capacity decreases sooner, but it has to
be a really high mutation rate to aect any communication in a reasonable number of hops.
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Figure 2.5: Capacity as a function of the mutation rate for a dierent number of BC processes
2.4.1 Numerical Results
In the last section, numerical results of the base error probability were obtained using the
mutation rate found in the nature. In this subsection, the eect of the mutations in the
capacity is studied assuming that mutation rate. By using the approximation (2.14), the
capacity of a base pair can be written as follows:
Cbase(N)  2 H4
 
10 8(2N + 2)
  2bits=base (2.19)
That means that if the mutation rate does not increase doing the processes articially in the
nanoscale, the capacity of a base pair practically will not be modied, being approximately
two bits per base. Ans the capacity of a bacterium in this communication system will be
approximately proportional to the number of base pairs encoded in the plasmid:
Cbact  BCbase(N)  2Bbits=bacterium (2.20)
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the eect of the mutations which can occur during the communication process
was studied and a close formula for the probability of error of a base pair was obtained. No
numerical approximation was applied in the study and the probability of error is expressed as
a function of the number of hops, thus obtaining a general formula valid in all cases. Then,
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these formulas were used to calculate the capacity of a base pair, as a function of the mutation
rate and the number of hops. Finally, some numerical results were obtained by using mutation
rate values similar to the values found in the nature.
If parameters related to the biological process found in the nature are used and no more
sources of errors are introduced in the nanoscale, then, according to the expressions detailed in
this section, the eect of the mutations can be considered negligible. This is true if the number
of hops is reasonable. For example, after ten thousands hops, the decrease of the capacity is
still very small, but the time needed only for relaying the information ten thousands times is
around 60 days.

Chapter 3
Propagation Model of Bacteria in a
Nanoscale Communication System
3.1 Introduction
The communication paradigm studied in this work, introduced in Section 1.2, uses bacteria as
information carriers, which physically transport the information, which is encoded in Deoxyri-
boNucleic Acid (DNA) molecules, from one point to another point. Bacteria are able to swim
in a liquid medium and can direct their movement by following to the concentration of some
chemicals, according to a phenomenon which is called chemotaxis [40]. The receiver nodes or
nanodevices are continuously releasing one of these chemical substances, called attractant, in
order to attract the bacteria, which can be programmed to follow that specic attractant, so
that they can nally reach the correct receiver. The reference bacteria used in this work is
Escherichia Coli (E. Coli), because it is one of the agellated bacteria most widely studied.
The objective of this chapter is study the propagation of a bacterium when it is released in
a certain point of the system, the transmitter, and it is attracted to the receiver. In previous
work, the propagation of a bacteria was only simulated, by using a 2D enviroment in [36] or
a 3D enviroment in [37]. In this work, the propagation analyzed, and close-form expressions
for the propagation and for the delay are obtained.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, the characteristics of the
movement of bacteria and the chemotaxis are described. In Section 3.3 an analysis of the
propagation is conducted and expressions for the propagation and for the delay are obtained.
In Section 3.4, the obtained analytical results are validated by using a simulation tool. Finally,
in Section 3.5 the work presented in this chapter is concluded.
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3.2 Characteristics of the Bacteria Movement
E. Coli moves in series of \runs" and \tumbles". In each run, the agella motors spin counter-
clockwise and the bacterium swims approximately in straight line. A tumble is a small period
of time between two dierent runs which the bacterium moves erratically because some la-
ments are spinning clockwise. During a running period, the bacterium senses the amount of
attractant in the environment several times by using its chemoreceptors. By comparison of
the obtained measurements, the bacterium is able to decide whether the attractant concen-
tration is increasing or decreasing. If the attractant concentration is increasing, the running
time is longer, but if the concentration is decreasing, the running time remains constant, as if
no attractant is detected. This dierence of the running time enables bacteria to direct their
movement where the attractant concentration is higher.
In the recent decades, an exhaustive research has been conducted in understanding how the
agellar motor of bacteria works. Its structure, parts and how these parts are assembled are
well known [38]. Information like the fuel they use, the torque that can generate at dierent
speeds and what controls the likelihood of the direction changes are well studied. However,
it is still unknown what makes the bacterium run or tumble and what makes the bacterium
change from one state to another. For this reason, bacterial mobility still has a random
component that is being widely studied [40]. This random component makes impossible to
do a deterministic analysis of the propagation and the dierent random components in the
movement make the microscopic approach unfeasible.
Some studies have been conducted in order to describe the mobility of bacteria. Research
on this topic is mostly experimental, and the results presented are based on the observation.
As we stated, the movement of bacteria is based on the alternation of runs and tumbles,
during the run, the bacterium moves approximately in straight line, and during the tumble
the bacterium changes the movement direction. This can be modeled as a random walk. The
eect of the chemotaxis makes some runs longer than others, depending on the direction of
the movement. This eect biases the random walk, which is named biased random walk. In
this section, this biased random walk of bacteria will be described by expressing run time as
a function of the attractant concentration gradient, the tumble time, the correlation between
the direction of two consecutive runs and the changes of direction during a run.
During the runs, bacteria swim at a speed of 20 m=s. During the movement, bacteria
process the attractant concentration in order to increase the running time when the attractant
concentration is increasing. This process behaves as a linear time-invariant system [61], the
shape of that system is shown in Fig. 3.1. The positive and negative lobes are equal, which
means that the system is stable and inactive when the concentration is constant. When the
concentration increases, the run time () increases as the concentration gradient increases, but
there is still controversy about the actual gain of the system [62, 63]. When the concentration
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decreases, the run time time remains constant, the same as when the concentration is constant.
We can dene the tumble rate () as the inverse of the run time, and it is set as:
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Figure 3.1: Normalized impulse response of E. Coli
(t) =
1

=
(
0   g
R1
0 I()C(t  )d if
R1
0 I()C(t  )d > 0
0 if
R1
0 I()C(t  )d < 0
(3.1)
where 0 is the base tumble rate, without attractant, and for E. Coli is 1 s; I(t) is the
impulse response of the bacterium; C(t) is the attractant concentration sensed during the
movement of the bacterium; and g sets the magnitude of the response to changes in attractant
concentration.
It has been empirically observed that the running time is random and it follows an expo-
nential distribution, so the event \the bacterium state changes from run to tumble" can be
modeled as an exponential random variable, where the average value is given by the previous
expression (3.1). The probability that this event occurs in a certain time t is:
P (t; ) = e t (3.2)
During runs, the trajectory is not perfectly straight due to the a phenomenon called
rotational diusion. This eect causes bacteria to change their direction by a mean square
angular derivation on each axis of


2

= 2Drt, where Dr is the rotational diusion coecient
and t is the time. The rotational diusion coecient can be calculated as: Dr =
kT
8a3
,
with k the Boltzman constant, T the temperature in Kelvin,  the dynamic viscosity ( =
0:27kg=(ms)), and a the radius of the bacterium if it is modeled as a sphere. For E. Coli, the
rotational diusion is 0:062rad2=s.
During the tumble, bacteria stop, change the direction and continue moving. The tumble
time follows also an exponential distribution, but in that case, the average time remains
constant; for E. Coli that time is 0.1 s. The new direction is correlated with the old direction,
and it can be modeled by the angular correlation, which is dened as the mean cosine of
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the angle between successive directions of motion; for E. Coli, the angular correlation is
approximately 0.5.
If there is no attractant, the movement of a bacterium can be studied as a random walk,
where the direction of two consecutive movements is correlated and where the runs are not
completely straight. In the presence of attractant, the movement is biased, which provokes a
biased random walk that leads the bacterium to the destination. Fig 3.2 shows an example
of a biased random walk in 2D.
Figure 3.2: 2D biased random walk
3.3 Theoretical Analysis
As we stated just before, the movement of the bacteria can be considered as a random walk.
One approach to study the movement of the bacteria is by using the diusion theory. Accord-
ing to the diusion theory, the concentration of diusion particles at any point can be known
as a function of the time. Alternatively, by normalizing the number of particle, the result can
be also understood as the probability of nding one particle at an arbitrary location in the
system. We use this approach to study the propagation of a bacterium, where the result is
understood as the probability of nding a bacterium in a certain location at a specic time.
In [64], the movement of bacteria is analyzed from the random walk point of view. Mathe-
matically, the propagation of bacteria is dened as a random walk whose collision rate depends
continuously on position and on direction of motion. According to the ux equation, the ow
of bacteria per unit area, is given by the following expression:
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J =  Drc (x; t) + vdrift(x)c (x; t) (3.3)
where J is the bacterial ux, c is the concentration of bacteria as a function of position
and time, D represents the diusion coecient of the bacteria and vdrift is the drift velocity
of the system.
The diusion coecient of the bacteria, D, takes into account how the bacteria swim in
the medium without attractant. It is dened as:
D =
v2
n [0 (1 ) + (n  1)Drot] (3.4)
where v is the swimming velocity of bacteria, 0 is the base tumble rate, the inverse of the
base run time without attractant.  is the angular correlation between consecutive runs, n is
the number of the dimensions where the problem is solved and Drot is the rotational diusion
coecient.
The drift velocity of the system, vdrift, takes into account the eect of the presence of
attractant in the movement of the bacteria, the chemotaxis. This is proportional to the
gradient of the concentration of attractant. The expression is given by:
vdrift(x) =
v2grC (1 )
n [0 (1 ) + (n  1)Drot] (3.5)
where g is the gain, it has the dimensions of inverse attractant concentration and is
proportional to the gain of (3.1). C is the concentration of attractant as a function of the
position, and rC is the gradient of the attractant concentration.
The continuity equation states that particles can not be created or destroyed; this means
that the number of particles in the system must be constant. In the bacterial analysis, this
principle is expressed by the following relation:
c (x; t)
t
=  rJ (x; t) (3.6)
By substituting the ux equation (3.3) into the continuity principle (3.6), we obtain the
equation that describes the movement of the bacteria, which is similar to the Smoluchowski
equation [65]:
c (x; t)
t
= Dr2c (x; t)  vdrift(x)rc (x; t) (3.7)
This is a Partial Dierential Equation (PDE), a dierential equation involving a unknown
function, and more than one independent variables and partial derivatives with respect of
those variables. The solutions to this PDE are all the functions that describe the movement
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of bacteria. If we want a specic solution we need to impose an initial condition and the
boundary condition. In our case we consider an innite space, so we do not need to impose
a boundary condition. The bacterium is released in the position of the transmitter, which
means that the initial condition can be written as:
c (x; 0) =  (x  xTX) (3.8)
where  (x) is the Dirac delta function in the n-dimensional space considered.
The particular solution of this PDE is a function that describes the probability of nding
a bacterium in the certain location x at a specic time t when this bacterium is released in
the position dened in the initial condition and it is attracted by the attractant concentration
dened in the drift velocity term of the PDE. In general, this equation has no close solution
and has to be solved by using numerical methods [66]. In a simple case, by considering one
dimension and by assuming constant drift velocity, the PDE can be solved analytically and a
closed-form expression can be obtained.
The nal objective of this analysis is to know the distribution of the time needed by a
bacterium to reach the receiver, that is, the propagation delay. This can be computed by
integrating the solution of the PDE over the volume of the receiver, (3.9). The function
obtained is a monotonic increasing function, since the bacteria that reach the volume of the
receiver do not leave this volume. The function is zero at t = 0, and starts to increase after
a certain time. If the probability of reaching the receiver is one, which means that the loss
probability is zero, the function also reaches one. Otherwise, if the loss probability is higher,
the function does not reach one.
arr (t) =
Z
hRxi
c (x; 0) dV ol (3.9)
where hRxi is the volume of the receiver.
If the loss probability is zero, the function is directly the Cumulative Distribution Function
(cdf) that describes the time needed by a bacterium to reach the receiver. Otherwise, we need
to normalize the function in order to dene it as a cdf.
3.3.1 Constant Drift Velocity
As stated above, it is possible to nd a close-form solution to the PDE if the drift velocity is
constant and by solving the equation using one dimension. The 1D case can also be used to
solve radial systems, where the center is the position of the receiver and the position of the
transmitter corresponds to the distance from the transmitter to the receiver.
A constant drift velocity implies a concentration gradient which is impossible to obtain by
releasing attractant from the receiver due to the diusion process of the particles, but it is a
simple way to obtain a close-form solution to the PDE, and it is useful to analyze the result.
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Figure 3.3: Probability Density Function (pdf) and Cumulative Distribution Function (cdf) of the
arrival.
The initial condition and the drift velocity are dened as follows: the bacterium is released
in x = 0 and the drift velocity, vdrift, is constant and positive, which implies that the bacterium
moves to the positive numbers. By solving this system, the solution of the PDE is:
c (x; 0) =
1p
4Dt
e 
(x vdrift  t)2
4Dt (3.10)
The form of the equation is the same than the equation that describes the particle diusion
when the particles are released in a certain point [67], but it is modied by the eect of
the chemotaxis. Since the drift velocity is considered constant, all the particles are moving
together, which does not aect the diusion process.
By integrating this equation in the area of the receiver, we found the expression that
describes the distribution of the time needed by a bacterium to reach the receiver (3.11).
Then, the density distribution can be found by taking the derivative of the equation in (3.12).
To calculate this expression, we integrate from the position of the receiver to innity. This is
because the drift velocity is considered constant and does not take into account the position
of the receiver.
Farr(t) =
1
2
erfc

R  vdrift  tp
4Dt

(3.11)
farr(t) =
vdriftt+R
4t3=2
e 

R vdrifttp
4Dt
2
4t (3.12)
where R es the position of the receiver, Farr(t) is the cdf and farr(t) is the Probability
Density Function (pdf).
In Fig. 3.3, a particular solution of the system is shown. The following values are used:
v = 20m=s; 0 = 1s
 1; = 0:5; n = 3; grC = 0:02m 1; Drot = 0:062rad2=s
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3.3.2 General Solution: Numerical Method
In a real scenario, the drift velocity is determined by the attractant concentration gradient that
a nanodevice can create. To obtain the gradient, each nanodevice is continuously releasing
particles of attractant from its position, and the gradient is created by the diusion of these
particles. The equation which describes the distribution of particles continuously released
from a certain point by diusion in the steady state is [67]:
C (r) =
1
106
Q
4Dr
(3.13)
where r is the distance from the point of release, C is the concentration, Q is the attractant
emission rate and D is the diusion coecient of the attractant in the medium. The usual
diusion coecient for the attractants that can be sensed by E. Coli is around 10 9m2=s.
The attractant distribution decreases inversely proportional with the distance, and the
peak is in the position where the attractant is released. In order to calculate the drift velocity
we need to compute the gradient of the attractant. In a three dimensional space, the gradient
is dened as: rC (x; t) =

@C(x;t)
@x ;
@C(x;t)
@y ;
@C(x;t)
@z

The concentration gradient of the attractant created by a nanodevice (3.13) can be ex-
pressed as a function of the distance to the nanodevice as follows:
rC (r) = 1
106
Q
4Dr2
(3.14)
In Fig. 3.4 we show the attractant concentration in the steady state and the gradient,
calculated using D = 10 9m2=s and Q = 10 10mols=s. We observe that the attractant
concentration decreases very fast (1=r), and the gradient of the attractant decreases even
faster (1=r2). This causes bacteria to advance really slow when they are far from the receiver
or even to get lost.
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Figure 3.4: Concentration of attractant
As stated above, it is not possible to obtain a close-form solution of the PDE that denes
the movement of bacteria when the term of the drift velocity is not constant, but a solution can
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be obtained by using numerical methods. Numerical methods are often used in engineering
to obtain the solution of dierential equation.
The numerical method used to solve this PDE is the Finite Dierence Method (FDM).
This method allows to obtain a numerical solution easily when the problem does not have
boundary conditions. This method is based on the use of nite dierence equations to ap-
proximate the derivatives. The time and the space are discretized and the method is applied
to nd the values of the discretized function.
An example of the application of the method in a one dimension scenario, is shown in
(3.15). To obtain the solution, the c (x; t) is calculated for all the discretized points in the
space, x, and for each increment of time t. In order to obtain a numerical solution of the
PDE for a higher dimension, the other partial derivatives have to be taken into account in the
gradient. In Fig. 3.5 we show dierent instants of the numerical solution of a two dimension
scenario.
c (x; t)  c (x; t t)
t
= D
c (x+x; t t)  2c (x; t t) + c (x x; t t)
x2
 
 vdrift(x)c (x; t t)  c (x x; t t)
x
(3.15)
Once the numerical solution from the PDE is obtained, which corresponds to the distri-
bution of the bacteria, we can calculate the distribution of the time needed by the bacterium
to reach the receiver. This can be obtained by computing numerically the integral of the
region in the receiver. The distribution of the arrivals is shown in Fig. 3.6 for three dierent
distances between the transmitter and the receiver.
3.4 Comparison with the Simulator
The objective of this section is to validate the theoretical model with the simulation tool
previously developed in [37].
The simulation tool works according to the bacterial chemotaxis model presented before
in Sec. 3.2. It simulates the runs, with the rotational diusion; and the tumbles, when the
bacterium turns in a correlated angle. The attractant sensing process is also simulated by
computing continuously the convolution of the attractant concentration in order to determine
the run time. To perform the simulation, the time is divided in time steps of 0:01 s and in
each time step, the position, the state and the changing probability are updated.
To validate the model, the propagation of a bacterium was simulated multiple times and
averaged, and a simulated version of c (x; 0) was found. The comparison between the simulated
data and the data obtained using the numerical method is shown in Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.5: Probability Density Function (pdf) of the position of a bacterium in the 2D case every 5
min
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of the arrival when the distance is 5 mm, 8 mm or 10 mm
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Figure 3.7: Comparison with the simulation tool
The distribution of the arrivals is validated by averaging out the result of simulating the
time needed by a bacterium to reach the receiver. The comparison is shown in Fig. 3.8
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Figure 3.8: comparison of the simulated data and the analytical solution for 10 mm
Once we analyze the simulation results and we compare them with the analytical results
we conclude that both models match. But there are some advantages and disadvantages in
each case.
The advantages of the simulation tool against the analytical model are that while some
eects can be taken into account in the simulation, they cannot be included in the analytical
model. These eects are the saturation of the chemotaxis process [68] and the eye-of-a-needle
eect [69] when the bacterium is approaching to the receiver. This eects can be avoided if
the quantity of attractant released does not saturate the bacterium and if the radius of the
receiver is enough to avoid this eect.
The advantages of the analytical model against the simulation tool are that the numerical
method used to solve the PDE is much faster than averaging enough samples of the simulator
and that the rounding errors of the simulation tool are avoided. The rounding errors become
important when the simulation tool is processing small dierences of attractant.
We can conclude that the theoretical model is valid to obtain the delay of the bacteria
when the chemotaxis is not aected by saturation.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed a theoretical model for the propagation of bacteria based on the
diusion theory. By using an analytical model, we avoided the use of simulation tools in order
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to characterize the propagation and obtain the distribution of the time needed by a bacterium
to reach the receiver.
We rst described how the bacteria move and focused on the chemotaxis process that allow
bacteria to direct their movement to a source of attractant. We realized that the propagation
of bacteria attracted to a certain point can be analyzed as a biased random walk; and we
used the diusion theory in order to obtain an equation which describes the propagation of
the bacteria in a medium in the presence of attractant. The result of that equation allowed
us to obtain the distribution of the delay of the bacteria. Moreover, we compared both the
theoretical results and the results of the simulation in order to validate the model.
The analysis of the results showed that the mathematical model is valid, with the excep-
tion of the case of the saturation of the bacteria. Even if a close-form solution can not be
obtained, the numerical method used to obtain the solution is much faster than the simula-
tions. Numerical methods are widely used in engineering, specially in PDE, since this kind of
equations often do not have a close-form solution.

Chapter 4
A synchronous Communication
Scheme for Bacteria-Based
Communication in the Nanoscale
4.1 Introduction
The nal objective of the study of agellated bacteria is to be able to establish a communi-
cation among nanodevices. In the introduction, the basic communication steps and dierent
possible architectures were introduced. The objective of this and the following chapter is to
study dierent systems based on agellated bacteria.
In Chapter 2, the eect of the mutations which modify the information during the prop-
agation of the bacteria was studied, by assuming a multi-hop communication, but without
taking into account other sources of errors during the propagation, such as the loss probabil-
ity. In Chapter 3, the propagation of a bacterium attracted by a receiver was studied and the
distribution of the delay needed by one bacterium to reach a receiver was obtained.
In this chapter, we introduce a synchronous system based on the synchronization among
nanodevices. We focus on the study of the system capacity and the delay by using the results
obtained in the previous chapters.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 the synchronous system
presented is dened. In Section 4.3 the delay and the capacity are calculated in a point-to-
point scenario and in Section 4.4 the analysis is extended to the multi-hop scenario. Finally,
the chapter is concluded in Section 4.5.
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4.2 System Denition
For this communication scheme, we assume that all the nanodevices are synchronized. This
synchronization allows to establish common timing between nanodevices.
In this system, the time is divided into slots of duration T , the slot duration is the period
of time during which the bacterium has to reach the receiver in order to achieve a correct
reception. If it does not reach the receiver during the time slot, the receiver does not consider
the bacterium and the information is lost. During each time slot, more than one bacterium
can be sent, but only one needs to reach the receiver. In order to maximize the probability
of one bacterium to reach the receiver, a delay d is used between the time the bacteria is
released and the time the receiver can receive it: in this way we can maximize the probability
of receiving a bacterium.
If the nal destination is not in the range of the transmitter, bacteria are sent to an
intermediate nanodevice and this relays the bacteria until the information reaches the nal
destination. The relaying process was introduced in Section 1.2.3 and the peculiarities of the
relaying process in this system are analyzed in Section 4.4.
In the study of the system, we use the simplest nanonetwork architecture introduced in
Section 1.2.2. We consider the following assumptions:
 A constant ux of data is sent from the transmitter to the nal destination
 A 3D environment is considered
 All nanodevices are arranged in a perfect grid
 The steady state is assumed for the attractant concentration
 The interferences between attractants are not considered
 The possible saturation in intermediate nodes is not considered
A graphical representation of the timing of the system is shown in Fig. 4.1, where a burst
of bacteria is sent, relayed two times and nally received.
4.3 Point-to-Point Scenario
In this section the delay and the capacity for the point-to-point scenario are analyzed. This
is a specic case of a multi-hop communication but it allows to start a simple analysis and
study its behavior.
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Figure 4.1: Graphical representation of the synchronous scheme
4.3.1 Delay
The complete delay of all the communication takes into account the time needed to encode all
the plasmids in the bacteria, the delay waited before the time slot, the duration of the time
slot and the time needed to decode the information:
delay = ttx(B;N) + d+ T + trx(B) (4.1)
where d and T are the delay and the duration of the time slot respectively, ttx(N;B) is the
time needed to encode and encapsulate N bacteria with B base pairs in the message region
and trx(B) is the time needed to decapsulate and decode one bacterium with B base pairs in
the message region:
ttx(B;N) = N  tenc(B) + tBC(B) + tactChem (4.2)
trx(B) = tBC(B) + tdecode(B) (4.3)
The time for the encoding/decoding the DNA, for encapsulation/decapsulation the plas-
mid (Bacterial Conjugation) and the time needed to activate the chemotaxis were introduced
in Section 1.2.3. It has to be taken into account that part of the plasmid contains other infor-
mation besides of the message, and the time needed to encode that part has to be considered
as well. The times needed by a plasmid of 1.6 Mbps, which contains 1.55 Mbps of information,
are: tenc = tdec  19min, tBC  32min and tactChem  20min
4.3.2 Capacity of the System
The capacity of the system depends on the probability of the bacterium to reach the receiver,
the information carried by the bacterium and the degradation of the information caused by
the mutations during the communication. The information carried by a bacterium depends
on the number of base pairs encoded and the degradation operated by the mutation, which
was studied in Chapter 2. The probability of a bacterium to reach the receiver in this system
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corresponds to the probability of receiving at least one bacterium in the time slot. The
capacity expressed in bacteria/s is:
Cbact(d; T;N) =
PRx1bac(d; T;N)
T
(4.4)
where d is the duration of the delay, T is the duration of the time slot and N is the number
of bacteria used. To obtain the capacity of the system in bits/s, we have to take into account
the number of base pairs, each of them contributing to the capacity.
Csystem(B; d; T;N) = B Cbase(N)PRx1bac(d; T;N)
T
(4.5)
The probability of receiving at least one bacterium can be calculated from the bacterium
loss probability:
PRx1bact(d; T;N) = 1  P1Loss(d; T )N (4.6)
where P1Loss(d; T ) is the bacterium loss probability. This probability can be calculated
by using the propagation model introduced in Chapter 3, but other errors can eect the
propagation of the bacterium. These errors are mutations in the active zone of the plasmid,
that do not modify the message but can modify the behavior of the bacterium.
P1Loss(d; T ) = PPathLoss(d; T ) + PerrBact (4.7)
where PPathLoss(d; T ) is the probability of one bacterium not to reach the receiver in the
time slot due to the random walk and PerrBact is the probability that a mutation aects the
active zone.
The rst probability can be calculated as follows:
PPathLoss(d; T ) = 1  (arr(T + d)  arr(d)) (4.8)
where arr(t) is the function obtained in chapter 3 that describes the distribution of the
arrivals to the receiver.
The probability that a mutation in the active zone aects the propagation is at most the
probability of having an error in the active zone. Taking into account that the size of the
active zone is 50 kbps, the probability is at most:
PerrBact  1  (1  Perr(1))5  104 (4.9)
where Perr is the probability of error in a base pair, obtained in (2.12).
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Once we have the expression which denes the probability of receiving at least one bac-
terium during the time slot, we complete the theoretical expression by dening the capacity of
the system (4.5). At this point, for a certain architecture of the nanonetwork, there are four
free variables: the delay, the duration of the time slot, the number of sent bacteria and the
number of base pairs encoded in each bacterium. The objective is to maximize the capacity
with the contraint given by the following relationship:
T  Tenc(B;N)
B 2 [0;Bacteria Capacity]
N 2 N
(4.10)
where Tenc(B;N) is the time needed to encode the DNA of the plasmid, (4.2). Bacteria
Capacity is the maximum number of base pairs that plasmid can carry.
4.3.3 Numerical Results
In the last subsection, theoretical formulas to calculate the capacity and the delay were intro-
duced. In this subsection some numerical results are presented. The capacity (C) is calculated
by optimizing the free variables introduced previously: delay (d), time slot duration (T ), num-
ber of base pairs encoded (B) and number of bacteria sent (N). The system delay is also
calculated by including also the time needed to prepare all bacteria (ttx) and the time needed
to decode one bacterium (trx). The arrival distribution used in the calculations is found as
introduced in Chapter 2, with a releasing rate of 1011mol=s.
In the following table, these results are computed by using dierent distances among
nanodevices.
Distance 5 mm 8 mm 10 mm 12 mm
PRx1bact 0.996 0.817 0.599 0.4345
d 5 min 33 min 74 min 134 min
T 71 min 90 min 109 min 128 min
B 1.55 mbp 1.55 mbp 1.55 mbp 1.55 mbp
N 1 2 3 4
C 725 bps 554 bps 443 bps 362 bps
delay 198 min 264 min 343 min 441 min
ttx 71 min 90 min 109 min 128 min
trx 51 min 51 min 51 min 51 min
Table 4.1: Numerical values of the capacity calculation
It can be observed that the time needed to receive a bacterium is constant, since only one
bacterium needs to be decoded. Also, the time needed to transmit the bacteria depends on
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the the number of bacteria sent and it coincides with the duration of the time slot. This is
because the duration of the time slot has to be at least as long as this time to encode all
the released bacteria in the following time slot; at the same time, the optimal duration of
the time slot corresponds to the minimum possible in order to receive the bacteria when it is
more probable in their arrival distribution. It can be proved that the period of time where it
is more probable to receive bacteria coincides with the position of the time slot. The number
of bacteria released in each time slot is increased when the probability of receiving at least
one bacterium over the duration of the time slot gets higher.
Finally, it can be observed that, for short distance between nanodevices, higher perfor-
mance is achieved in the capacity and the delay since the propagation time is shorter, even
if the time needed to decode one bacterium and the time needed to encapsulate and activate
the chemotaxis can not be reduced.
4.4 Multi Hop Scenario
In this scenario, the nal destination can not be reached directly from the transmitter, so
other nanodevices have to be used in order to relay the information to the nal receiver. The
relaying system was explained in detail in Section 1.2.3, and it summarized as follows: each
nanodevice has an unique address among the network and uses one of the possible attractants,
the number of attractants is limited, they have to be reused. Bacteria carry information about
the nal network address and the attractant that has to be followed in each hop encoded in
the plasmid. In each hop, the plasmid is modied in order to update the attractant that has
to be followed.
As it was stated in the introduction of this chapter, only one bacterium needs to reach
the receiver in order to receive the data. In a multi-hop scenario, this brings two possible
solutions:
Resend only the bacteria received
In this option, each intermediate nanodevice only sends (relays) the bacteria that reach
the receiver during the time slot. This option is simpler than the other, which is poposed
next, but it is less reliable since the number of relayed bacteria per hop reduces during
the propagation.
Send each time the same number of bacteria
In this option, each intermediate nanodevice sends the same number of bacteria. This
option is more complex and increases the time spent in each hop but it also increases
the probability of receiving bacteria.
The choice between the two solutions aects both the delay and the capacity, so both
options are studied in the following analysis.
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4.4.1 Delay
The delay of the full system takes into account the encoding time, the propagation time of
all hops, the time needed to relay bacteria at the intermediate nodes and the time needed to
decode the information at the destination:
delay = ttx(B;N) + S _(d+ T ) + (S   1)  thop(B;N) + trx(B) (4.11)
where S is the number of hops, and thop(N) depends on the solution used.
For the rst solution, when only bacteria that reach the receiver are sent again, the time
needed in the intermediate nodes is:
thop(B;N) = tBC(B) +N  tencAddress + tBC(B) (4.12)
where it has to be taken into account that in the worst case, all bacteria can reach the
receiver within the time slot. Morover, the encapsulation process and the decapsulation
process can be made in parallel and the time tencAddress needed to modify the attractant the
bacterium is sensitive to is constant, as described in Section 1.2.3.
For the second option, when the same number of bacteria is sent at each intermediate
nanodevice, the time needed at the intermediate nodes is:
thop(B;N) = tBC(B) +N  tenc(B) + tencAddress + tactChem + tBC(B) (4.13)
where it has to be taken into account that in the worst case, only one bacterium can
reach the receiver within the time slot, and after its reception, it is necessary to sequence the
information (tdec = tenc), modify the address, regenerate N   1 copies and encapsulate them.
4.4.2 Capacity
The expression of the capacity in the multi-hop scenario has the same form than the expression
for the point-to-point scenario (4.4), but in this case, the numerator contains the probability
of receiving at least one bacterium in the nal receiver, after all hops.
In the rst solution, when the lost bacteria are not encoded again by the relay node, it is
necessary that at least one bacterium will reach the nal receiver, while the others can be lost
at any hop or can reach the receiver as well. This can be modeled by following a recursive
fashion, where the base case is as follows: if the number of hops is zero, the probability of
receiving a bacterium is one. The recursive case is modeled as follows: in each step, any
number of bacteria but one can be lost and the successive probability has to take into account
the number of lost bacteria. The mathematical model is given by the following expression:
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PRx1bact(N;S) =
8>><>>:
N 1X
i=0

N
i

(1  P1Rx)i P1RxN iPRx1bact(N   i; S   1) if S > 0
1 if S = 0
(4.14)
where PRx1bact and P1Rx are also dependent on d and T , not shown in the expression in
order to facilitate the reading.
In the second solution, all bacteria are encoded and sent again in each hop, so the probabil-
ity of receiving at least one bacteria at the nal destination corresponds to the probability of
receiving at least one bacterium in each intermediate node. This can be expressed as follows:
PRx1bact(N;S; d; T ) =

1  (1  P1Rx(d; T ))N
S
(4.15)
Once we have these expression, the expression of the capacity is as follows::
Cch(B; d; T;N; S) = B Cbase(S)PRx1bac(d; T;N; S)
T
(4.16)
and can be maximized taking into account the same conditions than the point-to-point
scenario (4.10)
4.4.3 Numerical Results
As we did for the point-to-point scenario, some numerical results are calculated in this sub-
section, for both relaying solutions introduced. First, the optimal number of bacteria, the
capacity and the delay are shown and analyzed when the distance between nanodevices is
10 mm. Then, the same results are shown using dierent distances and we analyze how the
distance aects this variables.
In Fig. 4.2, the evolution of the number of bacteria needed is shown as a function of the
number of hops. The number of sent bacteria is a whole number, and this causes the capacity
and the delay to change the trend as the optimal number of bacteria changes. Another thing
to be observed is that using the second solution (each intermediate nanodevice sends the same
number of bacteria) the number of bacteria needed is smaller and almost constant, while when
using the other solution, the number of bacteria keeps increasing with the number of hops.
Less bacteria have to be sent in the second solution because the same number of bacteria is
guaranteed at each hop.
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Figure 4.2: Evolution of the number of bacteria needed for each relaying option as a function of the
number of hops
In Fig. 4.3, the evolution of the capacity is shown as a function of the number of hops. It
can be observed that the capacity decreases as the number of hops increases, but in the rst
solution the capacity decreases much quickly than the second solution. This is because the
bacteria that get lost are not substituted.
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Figure 4.3: Evolution of the capacity for each relaying option as a function of the number of hops
In Fig. 4.4, the evolution of the delay is shown as a function of the number of hops. It can
be observed that the delay in the rst solution is higher, even if the relaying time in each hop
is shorter. This is because the duration of the time slot has to be higher in order to assure
that the maximum number of bacteria reach the intermediate nanodevices.
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of the delay for each relaying option as a function of the number of hops
In Fig. 4.5, Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7, the number of bacteria needed, the capacity and the
delay are analyzed using dierent distances among nanodevices. We observe that when the
distance among nanodevices is small, both solutions are equivalent, because the probability
of receiving a bacterium within a time slot is almost one (the duration of the time slot is at
least the time needed to encode one bacterium).
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Figure 4.5: Evolution of the number of bacteria needed for both options as a function of the number
of hops using dierent distances among nanodevices
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It can be observed in Fig. 4.5 that the number of bacteria needed increases for both
solutions as the distance between nanodevices increases, but the increment is higher in the rst
solution. This is because, as the distance increases, the probability of receiving a bacterium
within the time slot decreases and more bacteria are needed to counteract the decrease in
capacity.
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of the capacity for both option as a function of the number of hops using
dierent distances among nanodevices
It can be observed in Fig. 4.6 that the maximum capacity decreases as the distance in-
creases, and that the capacity of the second solution is always higher. The dierence on the
capacity values is due to the reliability when using the same number of bacteria in each hop.
It can be observed in Fig. 4.7 that the delay increases as the distance increases, and that
the delay is not proportional to the distance. For example, if we double the distance, the
increment of the delay is more than the double. This is because the eect of the chemotaxis
is reduced by the distance. Another interesting thing to be observed is that the dierence of
the delay in both the solutions increases as the distance increases.
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of the delay for both option as a function of the number of hops using dierent
distances among nanodevices
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we introduced a new communication scheme for a system based on agellated
bacteria. The scheme is characterized by the synchronization among nanodevices. By assum-
ing this synchronization, we dened the communication scheme and calculated the capacity
and the delay, rst in a point-to-point scenario and nally in a multi-hop scenario.
After analyzing the results, we discussed some advantages and disadvantages. The main
advantage of the synchronous system is that the delay is constant and known for all the
information sent, which means that the message will be received after a certain time in the
same order that it was sent. Another important advantages is that it is ecient in a long
range transmission, when it needs a huge number of hops. But a synchronous system presents
also an important drawback: this kind of systems is more complex to implement.
Chapter 5
An Asynchronous Communication
Scheme for Bacteria-Based
Communication in the Nanoscale
5.1 Introduction
In the last chapter, we introduced a synchronous scheme for a agellated bacteria communica-
tion system, which allows a synchronous communication among nanodevices in the network.
In this chapter we introduce an asynchronous communication system, and we calculate the
delay and the capacity for the point-to-point scenario and for the multi-hop scenario. An asyn-
chronous system is easier to implement since it does not need any kind of synchronization
among nanodevices but its reliability can be smaller.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The system is dened in Section 5.2. Then
the simple case of the point-to-point scenario is analyzed in Section 5.3 and then extended to
the multi hop scenario in Section 5.4. Finally, the chapter is concluded in Section 5.5.
5.2 System Denition
For this communication scheme, we assume that nanodevices are not synchronized. This
means that it is not possible to establish any kind of timing for realizing the communication.
Bacteria can reach a nanodevice at any time or get lost, due to the random nature of the
propagation.
The transmitter is continuously releasing bacteria, at the maximum rate determined by the
encoding speed. Bacteria propagates through the system, using intermediate nanodevices to
relay the information in the case where the destination is not in the range of the transmitter,
until they arrive to the destination.The relaying process was introduced in Section 1.2.3.
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A time out (Tout) can be used to avoid having lost bacteria swimming in the medium. In an
ideal medium, where there are no interferences of attractant, bacteria can not be lost, but even
in that case, they may need a long time to reach the receiver. In a real situation, if a bacterium
swims far from the correct receiver during its random walk, it can be attracted by another
nanodevice, which will cause the bacterium to get lost. For that reason, it is interesting to
consider a time out even if we do not consider interferences between attractants.
We use the same architecture of the synchronous scheme, introduced in Section 4.2. These
are the assumptions:
 A constant ux of data is sent from the transmitter to the nal destination
 A 3D environment is considered
 All nanodevices are arranged in a perfect grid
 The steady state is assumed for the attractant concentration
 The interferences between attractants are not considered
 The possible saturation in intermediate nodes is not considered
A graphical representation of the timing of the system is shown in Fig. 5.1, where two
bacteria are sent, relayed two times and nally received.
Thop
Tx
H1
H2
Rx
Tp
T
T
Tp
Tp
Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of the asynchronous scheme
5.3 Point to Point Scenario
In this section the delay and the capacity for the point-to-point scenario are analyzed. This
is a specic case of a multi-hop communication but it allows to start a simple analysis and
study its behavior.
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5.3.1 Capacity
The capacity of this communication scheme is limited by the information that can be sent
per unit of time by one nanodevice, and it is reduced by the bacteria loss probability and by
the mutations in the plasmid. It can be expressed as follows:
Cch(B) = Cbase  refectiveEncode(B)  pRx (5.1)
where pRx is the probability of receiving a bacterium and refectiveEncode(B) is the eective
encoding time taking into account that for each bacteria, the transfer and routing region have
to be encoded independently of how many base pairs are encoded. The optimal amount of
information to be encoded is reached when the all the base pairs contained in a plasmid are
used, since in that case the ratio of useful information is maximum.
refectiveEncode(B) =
bits
time
=
B
B
renc
+ Arenc
= renc
B
B +A
(5.2)
where A is the size of the active region. We apply the following values: renc = 1400bp=s,
B = 1550kbb and A = 50kbps, it gives an eective rate of reffective = 0:969  rencode =
1356bp=s.
The probability of receiving a bacterium is slightly dierent in this communication scheme,
since there is no time slot, the loss probability is given by the mutations in the active zone
that can modify the behavior of the bacteria and by the time out, if it is used.
pRx = 1  pTout   perrBact (5.3)
where perrBact was calculated in the previous chapter, in (4.9). pTout = arr(Tout), since
arr(t) describes the distribution of the time needed by a bacterium to reach the receiver,
as calculated in Chapter 3. If no time out is used, pTout corresponds directly to the loss
probability, since pTout = arr(1) = PBactloss.
5.3.2 Delay
In that scheme, the delay is a random variable, since the nanodevices are not synchronized
and the propagation time is also a random variable. In the point-to-point scenario, the delay
has to take into account the time needed to encode the bacterium, which is constant, the
time that the bacterium needs to reach the receiver, which is a random contribution, and the
time needed to decode the information, which is constant as well. Mathematically it can be
written as follows:
delay = ttx + tprop + trx (5.4)
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where ttx is the time needed to encode one bacterium, as described in (4.2) and trx is the
time needed to decode one bacterium, as described in (4.3), (both of them constants). tprop
is the random variable that describes the propagation of the bacterium.
The Probability Density Function (pdf) that describes the delay of the system can be
writted as follows:
fdelay(t) = farr (t+ ttx + trx) (5.5)
where farr is the pdf that describes the time needed by a bacterium to reach the receiver,
introduced in Chapter 3. An example of this function is shown in Fig. 5.2
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Figure 5.2: Probability Density Function (pdf) of the delay when the distance is 10 mm
5.3.3 Numerical Results
In Table 5.1, the capacity of the system, the average delay, the variance of the delay and
the percentile 99 of the delay are shown per dierent Tout and dierent distances between
nanodevices. The capacity is higher when no time out is used, but the reason for considering
it was explained in the introduction of the chapter.
It can be observed that for a small distances, the time out does not aect the system.
This is because the propagation time is short at small distances. For higher distances, it can
be observed that when a time out is used, the capacity decreases but the delay is smaller and
has less variance.
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Tout = 5h Tout = 8h No Tout
5 mm Capacity 2712 kbps 2712 kbps 2712 kbps
PRx 1 1 1
Average delay 144 min 144 min 144 min
Variance 1.76 min 1.78 min 1.79 min
Percentile 99 181 min 181 min 181 min
8 mm Capacity 2681 kbps 2709 kbps 2712 kbps
PRx 0.989 0.998 1
Average delay 208 min 211 min 213 min
Variance 32 min 42 min 67 min
Percentile 99 369 min 414 min 435 min
10 mm Capacity 2395 kbps 2618 kbps 2712 kbps
PRx 0.883 0.966 1
Average delay 4.54 h 4.85 h 5.19 h
Variance 0.91 h 1.91 h 7.26 h
Percentile 99 6.9 h 9.33 h 14.75 h
12 mm Capacity 1659 kbps 2293 kbps 2712 kbps
PRx 0.611 0.846 1
Average delay 5.35 h 6.16 h 7.69 h
Variance 0.816 h 2.47 h 33.1 h
Percentile 99 7 h 9.85 h 28.1 h
Table 5.1: Numerical results for the asynchronous system
5.4 Multi Hop Scenario
In the asynchronous communication system, the multi-hop scenario is the replication of the
point-to-point scenario in each hop of the system. The dierence is that the information is
already encoded and only the attractant the bacterium is sensitive to (physical address) has
to be changed. When a nanodevice receives a bacterium, rst, it decapsulates the plasmid,
it checks the network address (the address of the destination), and if it does not match, it
modies the physical address and it relays again the bacterium.
5.4.1 Capacity
The expression of the capacity is the same presented in the point-to-point scenario (5.1) but,
the probability of receiving the bacterium takes into account all the hops. That probability
can be written as follows:
pRx = (1  pTout   perrBact)S (5.6)
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where S is the number of hops.
5.4.2 Delay
The delay is the sum of the time needed to encode a bacterium, the multiple times needed
to relay it, the time needed to decode it, which are all constants, and the time needed to
propagate during all hops, which is a random variable.
The delay can be written as:
delay = ttx + tprop(S) + (S   1)  thop + trx (5.7)
thop is the time needed to read the network address and encode the following physical
address, which was described in (4.12). tprop(S) is the random variable that describes the
summation of the S hops. Giving the fact that the propagations in the hops are independent,
the propagation time can be calculated as the S times convolution of the the pdf that describes
the time needed by a bacterium to reach the receiver, introduced in Chapter 3.
fprop(t; S) = farr(t)  farr(t)      farr(t) (5.8)
The pdf that describes the delay of the system can be written as follows:
fdelay(t) = fprop (t+ ttx + (S   1)  thop + trx) (5.9)
5.4.3 Numerical Results
The capacity and the average delay are calculated in this subsection. We use a distance of 10
mm for the analysis and dierent values for the time out: 5 h, 8 h and no time out.
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Figure 5.3: Capacity of the asynchronous system as a function of the number of hops using dierent
TOut
In Fig. 5.3, the capacity of the system is obtained. As expected, in an ideal system and
without time out, the capacity is constant and determined by the encoding speed of the
nanodevice, since the eect of the mutations in the active zone is negligible. When a time out
is used, the capacity decreases exponentially as the number of hops increases. This is because
the bacterium has to reach all nanodevices and the information is lost if the bacterium is lost
in any of the hops.
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Figure 5.4: Average delay of the asynchronous system as a function of the number of hops using
dierent TOut
In Fig. 5.4, the average delay is obtained. We observe that the delay is higher as the time
out increases, but the dierence is small due to all the constant contributions that aect the
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delay. On the contrary, the variance shows important dierences in function of the value for
the time out used. For example, for 50 hops, when TOut = 5h, the variance is 46 h; when
TOut = 8h, the variance is 96 h; and when no TOut is used, the variance is 311 h.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we introduced a new communication scheme for a system based on agellated
bacteria. In contrast with the scheme presented in the previous chapter, the system presented
here is asynchronous. For this scheme, we calculate the capacity and the delay, rst in a
point-to-point scenario and nally in a multi-hop scenario.
In the analysis of the system, a time out can be used or not, but it is interesting to
consider a time out since a real network will have interference between attractants that will
make some bacteria swim away from the receiver and get lost. In that case, the capacity
decreases exponentially as the number of hops increases, which gives a poor performance
in long range transmissions, where the number of hops is high. The delay of the system is
reasonable (for a system based on agellated bacteria), but the variance of the delay is very
high, which makes impossible to predict the order in which the packets are received.
Chapter 6
Comparison of the Syncronous and
Asynchronous Schemes
6.1 Introduction
In the previous two chapters, two dierent communication schemes based on agellated bac-
teria, the rst synchronous and the second asynchronous, were introduced. For each commu-
nication scheme, we studied the capacity and the delay, and then we obtained some numerical
results. The objective of this chapter is to compare both systems and to discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of each scheme.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, the delay of both communication
scheme is compared. The comparison of the capacity is done in Section 6.3. Finally, we
conclude the chapter in Section 6.4.
6.2 System Delay Comparison
In Fig. 6.1, the delay for the synchronous scheme and the average delay for the asynchronous
scheme are shown. We used a distance of 10 mm between nanodevices and a releasing rate
of attractant of 10 11 mols/s. In the synchronous scheme, the delay is calculated for both
relaying options, and in the asynchronous scheme, the delay is calculated using dierent values
for the time out.
It can be observed that there is not an important dierence in the delay for both com-
munication schemes. On the one hand, the delay in the synchronous system is constant and
known, which means that the receiver knows when it has to receive the information and that
the information reaches the receiver in the correct order. On the other hand, the average
delay of the asynchronous system is smaller, but the delay is a random variable and it has
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of the delay in the synchronous and the average delay in the asynchronous
system as a function of the number using dierent options
high variance, which means that the information can reach the receiver at any moment and
with no xed order.
The delay in both cases is very high. This is something inherent to molecular nanocom-
munications [29], and the systems based on agellated bacteria are not an exception. There
are two reasons for the high delay of this communication paradigm. First of all, the time
needed to process the DNA and to copy the message into the bacterium is very high; second,
the propagation time of bacteria is very high. The extremely high delay forces to develop new
protocols highly delay-tolerant.
6.3 System Capacity Comparison
In Fig. 6.2, the capacity of the system is shown for the synchronous and the asynchronous
scheme, where we used a distance of 10 mm between nanodevices and a releasing rate of
attractant of 10 11 mols/s. We used both relaying options for the synchronous scheme and
dierent values for the time out for the asynchronous scheme. It has to be remarked that the
case where no time out is used is not shown, because, as discussed in the previous chapter, in
a real system there will be always a loss probability due to the attractant interferences due
to other nanodevices.
We observe that the capacity of the asynchronous scheme is much higher than the capacity
of the synchronous scheme for a small number of hops. This is because the bacterium does
not need to complete a long path in order to reach the nal destination, so it does not benet
from all the advantages given by the synchronous system.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the capacity in the synchronous and asynchronous system as a function
of the number using dierent options
When the number of hops increases, the capacity of the asynchronous scheme decreases
much faster than in the synchronous scheme, this is because the reliability given by the
synchronous scheme increases the value of the capacity. On the contrary, the capacity of the
synchronous scheme remains almost constant as the number of hops increases. This means
that when the number of hops is high, a higher capacity can be achieved using the synchronous
scheme.
The capacity in both schemes is around hundreds of bits per second. This is an extremely
high capacity for molecular nanocommunications, where usual values are around tens of bits
per second [29]. This is because in the system based on agellated bacteria, the information
is sent encoded in DNA and carried by bacteria, which correspond to sending huge infor-
mation packets. In other molecular systems, the information is carried by modulating the
concentration of some particles.
6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we compared the delay and the capacity of the synchronous and asynchronous
schemes. We observed that the delay is quite high in both schemes, but in the asynchronous
scheme it is a random variable which has a high variance. We also observed that the capacity
is higher in the asynchronous system when the number of hops is small, while decreases slower
in the synchronous system. In both cases we obtain higher capacity values compared to other
molecular nanocommunications.
Taking into account the results of this chapter, we conclude that the choice between
the synchronous or the asynchronous schemes as the most suitable strongly depends on the
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particular scenarios in which we deploy our bacteria-based communication scheme.
The synchronous system is appropriate when:
 The order of the information is important
 The delay has to be known and constant
 The number of hops is high
The asynchronous system is appropriate when:
 Neither the order nor the exact moment when a packet is received is important
 The number of hops is small
Chapter 7
Open Issues and Conclusions
7.1 Open Issues
The eld of nanotechnology in general, and the research on Wireless NanoSensor Network
(WNSN) in particular, are attracting the attention of scientists and engineers from dierent
backgrounds. Interesting results have been obtained in the nanonetworking eld, but at
the same time, new challenges have arisen. There is still a long way to go before the rst
nanonetwork can be successfully realized.
Regarding this work, there are some issues that have to be solved. The addressing and
the routing are the next challenges to be addressed, which correspond to the study of how
the network addresses will be assigned, how the dierent attractants will distributed and how
the routing tables will be created. Another interesting topic that should be addressed is to
propose new communication schemes which combine the advantages of the synchronous and
asynchronous schemes introduced in this work.
Additionally, some other work must be done in complementary elds, such as biology, in
order to make possible the use of agellated bacteria in communication at the nanoscale. Re-
garding the DNA Processing Unit (DPU), the scientists and the engineering community have
to perform a deeper investigation in computing using DeoxyriboNucleic Acid (DNA) and also
in how to synthesize and sequence DNA at the nanoscale. Another important direction of re-
search is how the use of plasmids with arbitrary DNA aects the behavior of bacteria. Finally,
another interesting direction that needs further research eorts regards how the attractant
gradient can be created, taking into account the small dimensions of the nanodevice and the
interferences between attractants released by other nanodevices. Once all these problems are
studied, we envision that the use of agellated bacteria will be one of the most useful and
exciting approaches for communication at the nanoscale.
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7.2 Conclusions
This thesis continues the work done in the Broadband Wireless Networking Lab (Georgia
Institute of Technology) (BWN Lab) concerning the use of agellated bacteria in commu-
nications at the nanoscale. The main purpose of this work has been to provide analytical
models of the dierent concepts of the bacteria-based communication paradigm, and, nally,
to obtain analytical results for the capacity and the delay, by stemming from the concepts
introduced in previous work.
Firstly, we studied how the mutations and errors in the DNA aect the reliability of the
agellated bacteria system. During a multi-hop communication, the plasmid is copied multiple
times and each time the plasmid can be aected by some mutations. We described mathe-
matically the probability of error of a base pair after multiple possible mutations. Moreover,
we veried this calculation by means of simulations. Then, we analyzed how these mutations
aects the capacity, by providing an expression valid for any mutation rate and any number
of hops. Finally, we concluded that by taking into account the mutation rate found in nature
and if no other source of mutations are introduced, the eect of the mutations in the capacity
is negligible.
Secondly, we studied analytically the propagation of bacteria. In the previous work, the
propagation was only simulated, and the data obtained in the simulations was used to evaluate
the capacity of the system. On the contrary, we obtained an expression for the propagation
delay of bacteria through the study of the movement of the bacteria as a biased random walk
and by applying the diusion theory. The expression we provided does not have close-form
solution, but numerical methods can be used in order to solve it.
After that, we introduced two dierent communication schemes, the rst synchronous and
the second asynchronous. For both systems, we studied the capacity and the delay, by using
the propagation model and the mutation study introduced in the rst part of the thesis.
Some numerical results have been given in order to be able to compare both systems. We
determined that both schemes present some advantages that make each scheme more suitable
depending on the situation, for example, a situation where the number of hops is really low,
the asynchronous scheme is more suitable. We envision that a good communication scheme
for a agellated bacteria communication will have some characteristics of both schemes.
We foresee this work to be an important step foward in the agellated bacteria communi-
cation research, but there is still a lot of work that has to be done before a system based on
agellated bacteria can be used.
Appendix A
Acronyms
ATP Adenosine TriPhosphate
BBN Bacteria-Based Nanonetwork
BC Bacterial Conjugation
bp base pair
BWN Lab Broadband Wireless Networking Lab (Georgia Institute of Technology)
cdf Cumulative Distribution Function
DNA DeoxyriboNucleic Acid
DPU DNA Processing Unit
E. Coli Escherichia Coli
FDM Finite Dierence Method
PDE Partial Dierential Equation
pdf Probability Density Function
QS Quorum Sensing
RNA Ribonucleic acid
ssDNA single-stranded DNA
TTL Time To Live
WSN Wireless Sensor Network
WNSN Wireless NanoSensor Network
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